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I. Introduction

The world’s population is somewhere in the neighborhood of seven billion people. One thing is certain about every one of these seven billion living inhabitants of Earth: they will all die sometime. Then what? The disposal of the dead has been treated differently by different cultures throughout time.² However, one fairly constant popular mechanism for dealing with the sheer numbers of dead people is to inter them in the ground.³ This method of disposal, while typically putting human remains out of sight and out of mind creates problems of its own: Where do we put all of these people?; what happens (legally) to the land when we put people in it?; what happens when we do something wrong with the bodies?; what happens when Mother Nature interferes with our plans for the disposition of our dead?

These issues may be morbid, but they are ever-increasing realities that regulators and attorneys are having and will have to address. Examples of the problems noted above are legion. When Hurricane Isaac rolled ashore in Louisiana in 2012, hundreds of
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previously-interred humans were uprooted and distributed across the landscape.\textsuperscript{4} First responders had to deal with the collection and identification of these remains in a manner consistent with the law and they had to do it as carefully and efficiently as possible. Seven years out from Hurricane Katrina’s wrath on the Gulf Coast and the Federal Emergency Management Agency is still dealing with numerous issues related to conflicts between reconstruction and having found cemeteries that no one remembered.\textsuperscript{5}

The issues are not limited to the Gulf Coast and they are not limited to storms. Cemeteries are being impacted by development all across the country. How do you handle the balance between the needs of the living (i.e., development) and the needs of the dead (i.e., preservation)? In instances where development threatens cemetery property, emotions run high. In many situations, the expense and public relations nightmare created by such situations is enough to dissuade the development.\textsuperscript{6} These cases are not rare. Recently, in Ohio, it was learned that the markers for a historic cemetery had been removed in the 1920s to allow for farming and that, over time, as the cemetery faded from memory, the property was slated for neighborhood development.\textsuperscript{7} In Alabama, a historic cemetery that likely extends beyond its marked boundaries has threatened to halt Wal-Mart development on adjacent property.\textsuperscript{8} Similar scenarios whereby cemeteries are found or alleged to be somewhere previously unknown are playing out in a historic home demolition drama and railroad construction in

\textsuperscript{4} Benjamin Alexander-Bloch, Searching for their final resting place: Work continues to identify coffins, tombs unearthed by Isaac's surge, 11/16/12 Times-Picayune B, 2012 WLNR 24389120.
\textsuperscript{6} See e.g., Robbie Brown, Slave Graves, Somewhere, Complicate a Wal-Mart’s Path, 5/16/12 N.Y. Times A15, 2012 WLNR 10297614; Julia Reynolds, Man Wants to Build Home on Sandy Springs Cemetery Property, Fox 5 News – Atlanta (Sept. 24, 2012),
\textsuperscript{7} Erin Kelly, Homes May be Built on Wood County Cemetery, WTOL (Mar. 9, 2012).
Pennsylvania (two different projects), in road development in Iowa, in a church construction project in Hawaii, in Indiana at the site of a proposed convention center, in California at the site of a proposed dam and cultural center (two different projects), in Illinois for an airport expansion, for a reservoir project in Utah, and in Missouri and Mississippi for residential developments.

Naturally, the more shocking cemetery and human remains issues are those involving desecration. There is no geographic limit to the cemetery desecration reported in recent years. In Mississippi in 2012, federal and state law enforcement arrested individuals on charges of desecrating a Native American burial mound. In Florida, one man was arrested on desecration charges when he dug up a 75-year-old grave and was found in possession of human remains. Although the motives for the latter example are unknown, the former was an effort to extract artifacts for sale. In California, four men were arrested for stealing metal name plaques off of Chico-area graves to sell as scrap metal. Kennedy and Astor graves were among some 300 tombstones that were toppled in a Rhode Island cemetery in 2011 in an incident that seems to have stemmed from
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random delinquency. These are merely examples of the numerous desecration stories recently reported.

People have fought over the control of cemeteries in Alabama, Indiana, and Florida. Zoning matters have been at the heart of cemetery disputes in Alabama. In matters of general torts related to cemeteries and human remains, a child in Utah was killed when a grave marker fell on him and a dispute arose when a grave space was moved without notifying the family in Texas. Finally, as discussed at length herein, regulatory matters such as whether licenses are needed to sell caskets arose in Louisiana.

The sum total of these issues in recent years demonstrates that cemeteries and human remains issues are a matter of constant, if not growing, concern for regulators and the legal community (not to mention the descendant communities). It is with this prevalence of problems in mind that this review is here undertaken.

II. Cemeteries and Human Remains in the Courts

A. Tort cases regarding cemeteries and human remains:

As is evident from the previous section of this paper, things often go wrong in cemeteries or with human remains. These problems are sometimes a result of negligence.
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and sometimes of intentional acts. In this section of the paper is an amalgamation of recent tort cases that are the result of such intentional and negligent acts.

In *Conner v. Norman Sosebee Funeral Home*, a funeral home was sued for injuries sustained by a seven-year-old when a 400 pound marker fell on his foot in the funeral home’s parking lot. As noted in the section above, toppling markers are sometime a problem in cemeteries. Thus, even though this case arises from events that occurred in a parking lot, it is relevant to the subject matter of this paper.

In this case, the appellate court found the funeral home liable for the injuries that ultimately resulted in the amputation of several of the child’s toes. The marker in this case was a display model kept at the funeral home and it was not secured to its base, nor was the base secured to the ground. The court found that the unsecured marker was inherently unsafe and that, although this reality does not specifically make a property owner negligent, the owner’s knowledge in this case that children regularly played on the display markers and that the markers were unsecured did impute negligence to the owner.

This case was not a review of the merits of the case, per se. Rather, it was an appellate court’s review of a granting of summary judgment in favor of the funeral home. Thus, the appeals court, finding that negligence did exist on the part of the funeral home, overturned the summary judgment and left for a jury the question of whether the child had been adequately warned about the hazards of the markers so as to
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30 693 S.E. 2d 534 (Ga. App. 2010).
31 *Id.* at 536.
32 *Id.*
33 *Id.* at 537
34 *Id.* at 538.
35 *Id.* at 536.
mitigate the funeral home’s damages in this case. Nonetheless, this case clearly stands for the proposition that cemetery markers, wherever they are located, must be properly set and secured to avoid injuries and premises liability.

In *Rogers v. Louisville Land Co.*, 36 Ms. Rogers sued a cemetery company for distress for the company’s alleged failure to maintain the cemetery in which her son was buried. The district court awarded Ms. Rogers over $330,000 – $250,000 of which was for punitive damages and $45,000 of which was for intentional infliction of emotional distress ("IIED"). 37 On appeal, the court found that Ms. Rogers had not proven IIED and reversed the IIED and punitive damages awards. 38 The testimony presented at trial included information on the lack of mowing, the failure to maintain roads, and the failure to do repairs to monuments. 39 Much of the jurisprudence cited by the plaintiff on appeal, in an effort to maintain her success at the district court, related to emotional distress in “mutilation, negligent embalming, and wrongful disinterment” cases. 40 The court did not find any of these cases persuasive for the notion that poor cemetery maintenance could cause emotional distress on the level of corpse mutilation. 41 Although the court noted its sympathy for the plaintiff’s plight, it found actual evidence of her emotional distress to be “at best sparse.” 42 Based on the lack of evidence of severe emotional distress on the
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37 *Id.* at 1.
38 *Id.*
39 *Id.*
40 *Id.* at 4.
41 *Id.*
42 *Id.*
record, the court overturned that judgment. The punitive damages award, which was based on the IIED award, also fell.

In *Leathermon v. Grandview Memorial Gardens, Inc.*, plaintiffs in a class action brought claims against a cemetery based upon the alleged improper installation of lawn crypts (and the resulting damages to their loved ones’ remains). An example of the damage alleged is the assertion that “[to] the family’s horror, Fred Leathermon’s body and casket were significantly and prematurely deteriorated because of water that had pooled in the improperly installed lawn crypt.” However, the court declined to permit a negligent infliction of emotional distress (“NIED”) claim for situations that did not include family witnessing a death or serious bodily injury. The court similarly rejected claims for tortious interference with a dead body, noting that this tort allowed recovery for emotional distress and was merely a veiled NIED claim for which the plaintiffs had no standing to bring. Further, finding no evidence of intent, the court rejected the plaintiffs’ IIED claims. The court rejected the plaintiffs’ fraud claims as lacking the requisite specificity. Finally, the court did find enough merit to allow the plaintiffs to amend their petition for a deceptive trade practices act claim that basically stated that the cemetery knew that the lawn crypts were defective or improperly maintained and thus
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43 *Id.*
44 *Id.* at 5. On appeal, the Tennessee Supreme Court considered and made pronouncements related to some of the tort theories raised in this case. *Rogers v. Louisville Land Co.*, 367 S.W.3d 196, 204-210 (Tenn. 2012). However, none of these pronouncements have any bearing on the cemetery or human remains issues in this case and are thus not reviewed here. The holdings of the appellate court discussed herein were affirmed. *Id.* at 216-217.
45 2011 WL 2445980 (S.D. In. 2011)
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50 *Id.* at 8.
they should be liable under state law for concealing these defects.\textsuperscript{51} Although the deceptive trade practices act claims had tolled by the time of the suit, the court allowed the claims to be brought on allegations that the cemetery had concealed the evidence until after the statute of limitations had run.\textsuperscript{52} At the time of this writing, there is no decision as to the validity of the one surviving claim in this suit.

The substance of the Rogers and Leathermon cases instruct us that claims for emotional distress for cemetery maintenance will likely fail as a tort theory. It is very difficult to prove that maintenance problems rise to the level of tortious conduct. Such claims must be brought, when available, on contract (express or implied) breach or state law violation theories. In the absence of such bases and without wanton recklessness and disregard by the cemetery, tort claims for the failure to maintain cemetery property largely seem to be unsupportable.

In Kogelshatz v. Gendernalik Funeral Home, Inc.,\textsuperscript{53} the court was presented with several tort claims for alleged delays in the interment of cremated remains. In this case, the decedent’s family sued a funeral home and cemetery that were charged with the interment of their loved one’s cremated remains. In this case, the remains were not lost. Rather, the cemetery placed the remains within a temporary mausoleum niche awaiting instructions as to the final disposition of the remains from the funeral home.\textsuperscript{54} The delay from cremation to burial was less than a year.\textsuperscript{55} The family sued the funeral home and cemetery alleging that the defendants owed obligations to the family to inform them of

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} 2010 WL 4628678 (Mi. App. 2010).
\textsuperscript{54} Id. at 1-2.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
any delays in the interment process. The family alleged that the defendants’ failure to notify them of the delay constituted negligence. The court disagreed, finding no evidence of reckless conduct by the cemetery, but rather alluding to the reality that the cemetery did the right thing by waiting for instructions regarding interment from the funeral home.

In this case, the family also brought NIED claims against the cemetery, alleging that they were in “extreme shock” when they were made aware that their mother’s ashes were not where they thought they were. Not surprisingly, the court rejected the NIED claims, as there was no evidence that the family had witnessed the alleged shocking event.

Finally, the family alleged conversion when they were not refunded for the cremation and interment services. However, because the cemetery cremated the remains and interred them, the court found no conversion. The court also summarily rejected allegations of deceptive trade practices and breach of contract.

This case is interesting but not likely overly important. It is certainly indicative of the heightened sensitivity of grieving families. It is also indicative of the importance of following internal protocols, as the court repeatedly noted that the cemetery properly followed reasonable rules and procedures related to the temporary and permanent interment of the remains in the case.
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In *Martin v. Hodges Chapel, L.L.C.* an Alabama appellate court was presented with the question of when do families’ rights to bring a tort action against a cemetery expire. In this case, the plaintiffs interred their relatives between 1990 and 2004, but did not file suit alleging that the cemetery had not kept records of interment locations until 2010. The major point of this case for the purposes of this paper is whether the families rights to sue the cemetery had expired. In Alabama, there is a 20 year rule of repose that, in matters related to burials, creates a hold on normal statutes of limitations for a period of 20 years following the occurrence of harm related to an interment.

In *Martin*, the cemetery defendant alleged that the rule of repose ran from the burial of each individual and that, at least as to the early burials, that time had run by the time suit was filed. The court disagreed stating that the rule of repose period will, begin to run at different times for different types of claims. For example, because damages are an essential element of a tort claim, the rule of repose does not begin to run as to a tort claim until “the defendant’s tortious act proximately causes the plaintiff to suffer an actual injury.” ... “A suit on a breach-of-contract claim, on the other hand, may be commenced as soon as the defendant breaches the contract, regardless of whether the plaintiff has suffered an actual injury.”

Thus, in this case, where the plaintiffs only learned that their loved ones’ graves could not be located until inquiring as to their locations in 2009, the rule of repose ran from 2009 as to tort claims. For the breach of contract claims, the court recognized that the event triggering the beginning of the statute of limitations occurred when the cemetery
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65 89 So.3d 756 (Al. App. 2011).  
66 *Id.* at 759.  
67 *Id.* at 759-760.  
68 *Id.*  
69 *Id.* at 762 (internal citations omitted).  
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did not keep adequate records and not from the time of the plaintiffs’ discovery of this shortcoming.

In *Warden v. Dudley Hoffman Mortuary*, a plaintiff sued a crematory alleging that his wife’s remains were cremated with those of another person and that the crematory stole the gold from her dental crowns before cremation. A jury ruled in favor of the crematory, finding no evidence of the allegations. On appeal, the plaintiff alleged that the cremation contract he signed with the crematory was “unconscionable” because the provisions dealing with the removal of dental work was disturbing and it was in small print. The court noted that, for a contract to be unconscionable, it must be oppressive and cause surprise. The court, in spite of the small print and the fact that the plaintiff was upset by the dental work removal, did not find that the contract met the standards for being unconscionable. The court also noted that the plaintiff’s “fragile emotional state at the time he entered into the contract, while understandable, is not relevant to a determination of whether it is unconscionable.” The appellate court never reached the substantive issue of the allegations of commingled remains, as it found that the evidence to support these allegations was properly excluded by the trial court.

The importance of this case is that the reality that prosthetics and dental work must be removed in advance of cremations is not, per se, actionable as shocking or unconscionable as long as it is disclosed in the contract with the family. There is likely
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71 2010 WL 1531407 (Ca. App. 2 Dist., 6 Div. 2010).
72 *Id.* at 1.
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79 Iverson, *supra*, at 251-253.
little precedential value to this case, as it relies heavily on California legal principles, but it is interesting, nonetheless.\textsuperscript{80}

In another cremation case, Seals v. H\&F, Inc.,\textsuperscript{81} the Tennessee Supreme Court was faced with a tort suit that rested on whether a crematory had proper authority to conduct a cremation.\textsuperscript{82} In this case, the decedent left no directions for the disposition of his remains.\textsuperscript{83} The decedent was cremated upon a request by his fiancée and minor son and the decedent’s mother sued for wrongful cremation.\textsuperscript{84}

The crematory defended against the mother’s claims by asserting that, although the law recognizes the superior position of the mother’s right to control the disposition of remains (as a surviving parent when there is no spouse or minor child), it relied on the fiancée’s and child’s assurances that the decedent’s parents were dead, that a minor child had rights to control the disposition of his father’s remains, and that, because the crematory did not operate maliciously, it was immune under state law.\textsuperscript{85}

The Court recognized that, in the absence of written direction to the contrary from the decedent, the statutory provision controlling disposition of the dead must control.\textsuperscript{86} In this case, that law recognized the mother as the proper party to control disposition of the deceased.\textsuperscript{87} The court rejected the crematory’s argument that the law of intestate succession, which does provide rights to minor children, should apply, as those laws deal

\begin{footnotesize}\begin{itemize}
\item{}\textsuperscript{80} Some portions of this case were appealed again and are reported at Warden v. Dudley Hoffman Mortuary, 2012 WL 1572125 (Ca. App. 2 Dist., 6 Div. 2012). However, the issues raised were largely related to attorneys fees and are thus not relevant to this review.
\item{}\textsuperscript{81} 301 S.W. 3d 237 (Tenn. 2010).
\item{}\textsuperscript{82} \textit{Id} at 239.
\item{}\textsuperscript{83} \textit{Id} at 240.
\item{}\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Id}.
\item{}\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Id} at 240.
\item{}\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Id} at 246-247.
\item{}\textsuperscript{87} \textit{Id} at 247.
\end{itemize}\end{footnotesize}
with the disposition of the decedent’s material things, not the decedent’s body.\textsuperscript{88} Another interesting component of this analysis is that the court recognized that human remains are not property in a traditional sense, thus meaning that the law related to the disposition of a decedent’s property cannot apply to the body, itself.\textsuperscript{89} The court also discussed the state’s anatomical gift act as a possible proxy for control of the body of the deceased, but found that law inapplicable due to the specific nature of the law regarding the actual disposition of remains and because that law also did not give any authority to minor children.\textsuperscript{90}

As to whether state law provided some immunity to the crematory because it did not act maliciously, the court found that this immunity was not absolute. The court noted that the crematory must adhere to the law related to the right to control disposition of remains in order to avail itself of the immunity.\textsuperscript{91} Because minors cannot control disposition, the court found that the crematory’s reliance on the minor’s disposition instructions barred it from availing itself of the limitation of liability.\textsuperscript{92}

None of the outcomes of this case are surprising. As the court, itself, noted, the law on control of disposition is clear and it merely applied the clear law to this case.\textsuperscript{93}

Before the Eastern District of Wisconsin in \textit{Jackson v. McKay-Davis Funeral Home, Inc.},\textsuperscript{94} were questions of liability for several parties when cremated remains were lost in transit. In this case, a wife and daughter of the deceased brought an action alleging breach of fiduciary duty, negligent handling of human remains, and NIED when

\textsuperscript{88} \textit{Id.} at 245.
\textsuperscript{89} \textit{Id.} at 243.
\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Id.} at 245.
\textsuperscript{91} \textit{Id.} at 249.
\textsuperscript{92} \textit{Id.} at 252-253.
\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Id.} at 253.
\textsuperscript{94} 830 F.Supp.2d 635 (E.D. Wi. 2011); 2012 WL 5423739; 2013 WL 627055.
the deceased’s remains were apparently taken from the family’s front porch after delivery from out-of-state by a courier.95 In this decision, which was the result of a preliminary hearing regarding the plaintiffs’ standing, the court recognized that standing for remains mistreatment allegations is afforded, in Wisconsin, to those “who have suffered emotionally or physically from the defendant’s negligent conduct,”96 rather than based upon some theory related to someone who has quasi-property rights in the deceased’s body. The court also rejected a theory that standing should be limited to those with the legal right to disposition of a body.97 Although this superficially appears to be in conflict with the Tennessee decision in Seals, supra, it is not. In Seals, the court looked to who has the right to control disposition, not, as in Jackson, who has the right to recover for alleged mistreatment. The former is clearly set by statute in most cases, as the Jackson court recognized,98 and the latter is not.

Aside from standing, which the court here found the plaintiffs to have,99 the court analyzed whether the funeral home owed the decedent’s family a fiduciary duty with regard to the shipment of the cremated remains at issue.100 Although the court recognized that the plaintiffs had placed trust in the funeral home in a colloquial sense, it did not find this trust to rise to the level of creating a fiduciary duty such that liability for the loss of the remains would lie as against the funeral home.101

95 Id. at 1, 3.
96 Id. at 6.
97 Id.
98 Id. at 4-6.
99 Id. at 9.
100 Id. at 10.
101 Id. at 11.
In *Jackson*, the court noted the difficulty of proving NIED claims and indicated that success on these claims was unlikely in this case, but it also found that the defendants did not meet their burden of showing that damage had not occurred and deferred this matter to a trial on the merits. Similarly, with regard to the negligent mistreatment of remains claim, the court found that the defendants had not met the burden for summary dismissal of the claims and deferred these issues to the trial. With this claim, the court may have tipped its hand as to its perspective at trial when it noted the ease of avoiding the loss of remains in this case had there simply been a “signature upon delivery” required in the delivery of the remains.

One lesson from this case appears to be that the right to bring suit for injury from mistreatment of remains is broader than just who may have a right to dispose of remains. It is probable that this idea will be implemented elsewhere. Another lesson is to make sure that, when shipping human remains, that the “signature upon delivery” box is checked on the shipping form to ensure that the remains are not left on a doorstep to be stolen.

In the Utah case of *Jones v. Norton*, the plaintiffs claim that the defendant mortuary caused them to suffer IIED when its employee allegedly made an unsightly cut on the deceased’s neck. Not surprisingly, as with the other cases reviewed in this article, the court did not find sufficient evidence of outrageous conduct to support an IIED claim. Specifically, the court could not find evidence suggesting any intent by the
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102 *Id.* at 14-15.
103 *Id.* at 18.
104 *Id.*
105 *Id.* at 17.
107 *Id.* at 1.
defendant’s employee, nor could the court identify reasonable evidence of the extent of the cut to determine whether it was shocking or not.\textsuperscript{108} Accordingly, the plaintiff’s IIED claims were dismissed on summary judgment.\textsuperscript{109}

The recent Florida case of \textit{Mellette v. Trinity Memorial Cemetery, Inc.},\textsuperscript{110} represents an unusual example of a claim for emotional distress that was not rejected by the courts. In this case, over a widow’s express objection, a cemetery disinterred her deceased husband on a request by his mother and provided for the transfer of the remains from Florida to Texas.\textsuperscript{111} In this case, because the mother had paid for the interment space, the cemetery did not check the files to determine whether the mother was the next of kin.\textsuperscript{112} In this situation, under Florida law, the widow, even though she had remarried, was the next of kin.\textsuperscript{113} In addition, the widow had warned the cemetery that she was concerned that the mother might try to have the remains moved.\textsuperscript{114}

When the widow learned of the move, she brought suit against the cemetery for both tortuous interference with a dead body and reckless infliction of emotional distress.\textsuperscript{115} The district court granted summary judgment in favor of the cemetery.

\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} at 2-4.
\textsuperscript{109} The plaintiffs in this matter also tried later to repackage their tort claims under the guise of “negligence, gross negligence, and professional malpractice.” \textit{Jones v. Norton}, 2012 WL 3985645 at 1 (D. Utah 2012). However, the court rebuffed that attempt noting that, “[i]f the court were to [allow such an amendment], then the entry of summary judgment in a defendant’s favor would be meaningless.” \textit{Id.} The court also poignantly noted that “not every wrong is legally redressable” when considering the plaintiffs attempts to reassert their original claims. \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{110} 95 So.3d 1043 (Fla.App. 2 Dist. 2012).
\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 1045-1046.
\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.}
finding, as a matter of law, that the facts did not support either claim. The appellate court reversed the district court on both counts.

With respect to the tortuous interference claim, the court noted that the cemetery was required to demonstrate that the wrongdoing that it had admitted to (i.e., breaking Florida law by permitting someone other than the next of kin to direct a disinterment) “was not willful or wanton as a matter of law.” Comparing the admitted actions to another case in which tortuous interference was found when a funeral home withheld a body for the failure to pay embalming fees, the court held that,

[c]ertainly, a surviving spouse’s right to direct the disposition of her deceased's body is no less invaded when the party to whom she has entrusted the body disinters it and ships it out of state without her knowledge and against her expressed wishes.

The court then noted that,

[w]e cannot conclude as a matter of law that Trinity’s conduct did not exhibit an “entire want of care of attention to duty” or was not so wanton as to render it liable for intentionally interfering with a dead body.

Thus, the court reversed the tortuous interference decision so that the case could go to trial.

On the same facts, the court in this case also held that, “we cannot say that as a matter of law Trinity’s conduct did not reach the level of outrageousness required to support” a claim for emotional distress. The basic standard that the court applied was, “whether the recitation of facts was such that an average member of the community
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116 Id. at 1046.
117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Id. at 1047.
120 Id.
121 Id at 1048.
would exclaim ‘outrageous!’” The court believed that the cemetery’s conduct fit the requirements for this tort as well and remanded the case for further proceedings.

This case is something of an anomaly in those reported here. The court actually favored the elusive finding of reckless infliction of emotional distress. It is hard to say that this case is a bellwether considering the substantial jurisprudence that dissuades such findings. However, the case is certainly a cautionary tale suggesting that cemeteries that negligently or intentionally violate the law may be held to account in tort.

In a case stemming from the Tri-State Crematory scandal, Akers v. Prime Succession of Tennessee, Inc., a Tennessee appeals court considered matters of fraud and remains mishandling. One of the major problems in this case was that the decedent’s remains, due to the nature of the Tri-State scandal, could never be positively identified. Thus, without evidence (i.e., a body), the question presented to the court was: could the family of the deceased maintain an action for the mishandling of remains? The trial court let the matter go to trial and the jury found in favor of the family.

On appeal, despite the fact that no remains attributable to the deceased could be definitively identified, the appellate court found that sufficient corroborating evidence existed to support the mishandling claims. The appellate court also found, consistent with the jury’s findings, that the Tri-State conduct was intentional, outrageous, and
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122 Id. at 1049.
123 Id.
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caused “serious mental injury.” These holdings were subsequently upheld by the Tennessee Supreme Court.

The results of the Akers case is not surprising considering the enormity of the Tri-State scandal. It is doubtful and unlikely that the Tri-State cases such as Akers have much precedential effect outside of egregious fraud cases. However, also due to the egregious nature of this case, it is likely that, in the future, courts may rely on the logic of Akers to allow damages claims to proceed when positive identification of actual remains is impossible.

In the North Carolina case of Birtha v. Stonemor, North Carolina, LLC; the North Carolina Court of Appeals reviewed a trial court’s dismissal of a litany of claims stemming from a cemetery’s alleged moving of grave markers and loss of grave spaces. The bulk of the claims in this case were barred due to the tolling of various statutes of limitations. The plaintiffs’ claims in this case were based in negligence and breach of contract. With regard to the negligence claim, the court found that the cemetery’s failure to adhere to a law mandating the maintenance of interment records was not negligence because the plaintiffs were not the class of individuals intended to be protected by such a law.

This assessment by the court, which seems to place the only standing to assert a claim for a violation of this law with the North Carolina Cemetery Commission is preposterous. Such laws exist for the protection of the public. While violations of these
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laws may permit regulatory action against a cemetery, such violations similarly create standing for private individuals who are affected by the violations. These laws create not only a regulatory responsibility, but also a public protection duty on behalf of the cemeteries that is actionable as a tort. The court in this case said as much later in the opinion when it noted that,

[i]t is well-settled that a “violation of a statute designed to protect persons or property is a negligent act, and if such negligence proximately causes injury, the violator is liable. This is an appropriate allegation on the first cause of action based on negligence...\(^\text{136}\)

Thus, the court here internally conflicts with its own opinion.

The court in this case also fails to find a “continuing wrong” caused by the cemetery’s action, finding that no continual unlawful acts occurred.\(^\text{137}\) Further, the court did not allow the use of the “discovery rule” to allow an extension of the standard statutes of limitations, because the court did not believe that these alleged actions fit the class of harms contemplated to be encompassed within the discovery rule.\(^\text{138}\)

In this case the court dismissed the bulk of the contract claims based upon prescription.\(^\text{139}\) However, for the non-prescribed contract claims the court held that the cemetery’s violation of the law does not constitute a breach of contract.\(^\text{140}\) Finally, the court also rejected the plaintiffs’ fraud claims.\(^\text{141}\) The court here did not find that the plaintiffs were defrauded by any actions of the cemetery and affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of their claims.\(^\text{142}\)
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Aside from the erroneous interpretation of the nature of cemetery regulatory laws, this case is instructive in at least one other point. Prescription is a real problem with cemetery tort claims and to ensure that your rights are protected as a descendant of a buried individual, you must visit the grave often and report and act on problems quickly – an unlikely scenario and likely an unreasonable standard.

**B. Dedication of and Access to Cemeteries**

Issues related to the legal implications of a cemetery’s presence on a piece of property and matters related to access to cemeteries have been the subject of some litigation lately. The former is a concept known as the cemetery dedication. This is a property concept that exists both in common and civil law jurisdictions and restricts the use of property containing human remains for any purpose other than as a cemetery.

In *Shilling v. Baker*, the Virginia Supreme Court was required to determine whether a cemetery actually existed to which a dedication applied and, if so, whether a zoning ordinance applied to the property as a cemetery. The particular tract began as an area for the scattering of cremated remains of members of the Baker family. The remains of four people were scattered on the property between the 1940s and the 1990s. In addition, the area was fenced and contained memorial plaques commemorating each of the people. In the late 1990s, another family member’s ashes, in an urn, were interred at the site.
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The trouble began when the current owner (not a Baker family member) decided to sell the tract that contained the property where the fence and cremated remains were placed.\textsuperscript{149} Part of the sale agreement included a relocation of the “Baker Cemetery” by 500 feet.\textsuperscript{150} As an intervening problem to the question of whether the scattering of cremated remains created a cemetery in this case, a local zoning ordinance was passed in 1984 defining a cemetery.\textsuperscript{151} The trial court determined that that ordinance was controlling and that it did not contemplate the establishment of a cemetery by anything other than the interment “of a dead body.”\textsuperscript{152} Thus, the trial court found that this fenced area of scattered remains was not a cemetery and it rejected the family’s invitation to apply the common law concept of a cemetery to the property.\textsuperscript{153}

In \textit{Shilling}, the Virginia Supreme Court reviewed several examples of cemeteries and concluded that a cemetery is “a permanent resting place either underground or in a confined space or container.”\textsuperscript{154} The court rejected the concept that a scattering of remains could create a cemetery.\textsuperscript{155} Although this is consistent with the idea that general scatterings do not create cemeteries,\textsuperscript{156} it does seem contrary to the concept of whether an area blocked-off and identified as a cemetery is not a cemetery (e.g., scattering gardens).

In \textit{Narragansett Improvement Co. v. Wheeler},\textsuperscript{157} the Rhode Island Supreme Court was presented with the question of whether a governmental preservation entity’s identifications of cemeteries on private property constituted a slander of the private
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party’s title. The identified cemeteries were Native American burial mounds that were documented on private property to assist in their protection. The court noted that because the documentation of these mounds was not a legal registration and because the government entity was an advisory commission only and could merely document and make recommendations for action with regard to cemeteries, that no constitutional claims could lie against it. Further, the court found that there was no slander of title by recommending the preservation of these sites, as the recommendations were not false and they identified actual features on the property (i.e., the cemeteries) that, if they devalued the property, they did so regardless of the government’s recommendations. This outcome absolved the government of liability and is consistent with the idea that burials are generally inviolate and that you acquire property subject to the existence of burials on the property.

In *Meisel v. Lawyers Title Insurance Corp.*, a purchaser of property brought an action against a title insurance company and a seller when, after the close of the sale, the purchaser learned that several Native American mounds were present on the property, at least one of which was likely a cemetery. In this case, one insurer asserted that the existence of a cemetery constituted a defect not covered by its policy because the defect occurred as a result of the exercise of police power. In other words, the insurer was
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essentially saying that, but for governmental protections of cemeteries there would be no
defect to the property and the purchaser could do as it pleased (including, presumably,
destroying the cemetery). Along with the claim against the title insurance company, the
purchaser submitted to binding arbitration in its claims against the seller. The arbitrator
found that the presence of the cemetery devalued the property by more than half of the
amount paid by the purchaser. 167 Nonetheless, the seller was only cast for judgment for
$40,000.00 of a total purchase price of $680,000.00. The district court, in the claim
against the insurer, found that any devaluation of the property value was covered by the
title policy, thus negating the argument that the police power was the basis for the
devolution. 168 In fact, the district court found that the presence of information regarding
the mounds’ existence in the Office of the State Archaeologist constituted evidence of the
defect in the public records which was constructively known to the seller and title
insurer. 169 Thus, this was a known defect that should have been disclosed. The district
court granted the purchasers $250,000.00 in damages, which was the difference between
the property value with and without the mounds, less the $40,000.00 arbitration award.

On appeal, the district court’s decision not to find that the arbitration award
collaterally estopped the purchasers from making a separate claim against the title insurer
was determined to be erroneous. 170 The appellate court reasoned that the arbitration
considered all of the issues and that the claims against the insurers were, effectively, a
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relitigation of an already decided matter.\textsuperscript{171} The appellate court did not reach the merits of the district court case.

The district court’s finding that a state archaeologist’s files constitute public records, which was a finding not upset on appeal, may open an entirely new area of public records review to title attorneys. Access to these records may vary from state to state, but they are often much more comprehensive than mortgage or conveyance records when it comes to the existence of cemeteries and archaeological sites that might affect what someone can do with their property. Thus, in jurisdictions where this information is available to the public, it may be prudent for title attorneys to check these records before warranting title.

In \textit{Huxfield Cemetery Association v. Elliott},\textsuperscript{172} two separate parties were vying for control of a cemetery. In this case, the court spent considerable time discussing the reality that cemeteries do not adhere to the general concepts of property law. Also in this case, because the parties stipulated that the cemetery association had maintained the cemetery from 1881 to 2006, that it had acquired the right to operate the cemetery.\textsuperscript{173} This case is unique in that there seems to be little factual dispute about the nature of the property as a cemetery and who historically maintained the property. Thus, there are no shocking legal revelations in the case. However, the case is useful in its review of the primacy of cemetery law over general property law and for the fact that title to property often does not give the title holder the right to control the cemeteries that may be located thereon.

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{172} 698 S.E. 2d 591 (S.C. 2010).
\textsuperscript{173} \textit{Id.} at 595.
In *Dumbarton Improvement Association, Inc. v. Druid Ridge Cemetery Co.*, a cemetery owner sought to sell 36 acres of cemetery property for development as residential homes. The 36 acre tract at issue was owned by the cemetery, but had not been used for burials. The district court ruled that a restrictive covenant transferring the property and creating the cemetery in 1913 did not restrict the sale of this property and that the changing character of the surrounding area since 1913 made any restriction against the use of the property for development unenforceable. The appeals court found no error with the original holding and affirmed.

This case is somewhat contrary to the general principles of cemetery dedication. Although the 1913 documents did not explicitly dedicate all of the property for cemetery use, the language stating, “[t]hat the said property be maintained and operated as a cemetery,” is clear as to the intent of the parties. Even if this would not act as a dedication until an actual interment was made, it is clearly a restriction on the development of the property. This case was clearly results-driven rather than law-driven. The court gave great weight to testimony about the changing character of the neighborhood since 1913, and quoted an expert as saying that “[l]eaving this as surplus cemetery land from a public policy perspective doesn’t make much sense.” Such extrinsic evidence regarding contractual terms is inappropriate. It does not appear that this case necessarily impacts the dedication concept, as the property at issue was not yet
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used for burials. However, it does inject some uncertainty into the long-term viability of restrictive covenants and it also, by using a “changing character” standard, risks setting precedent that may be used in the future to undermine cemetery dedications.

In *Stokes v. Jackson County Memorial Park*, a Mississippi appeals court was faced with a question of whether a lien could attach to unplatted cemetery property. This case originated with an automobile accident. The cemetery owner was the subject of a $525,000.00 default judgment in the accident case and, when his cemetery company went into receivership a year later, the plaintiff claimed that her judgment against the owner now attached to his property (i.e., the cemetery company) and that she had a lien against the cemetery. The district court in this case found that the subject property, though not all “officially platted or dedicated as a cemetery, it nevertheless had been de facto dedicated and was being held in trust by [the owner] for the benefit of the public.” The district court also put great weight on the assessment of the property as tax-exempt cemetery property. As such, the property to which the plaintiff was attempting to attach a lien was off-limits as it was cemetery property. The appellate court partially disagreed, noting that,

that portion of [the owner’s] property which has never been officially platted and dedicated as a public cemetery has not become a public cemetery, nor has it been impressed with a constructive trust for the benefit of the public simply because it has been accorded tax-exempt status.
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This case highlights an important distinction between two types of cemetery property: used or officially dedicated property and unused and undedicated property (that is owned by the cemetery). The appellate court seemed to implicitly acknowledge that property that has been used for burials or officially dedicated as a cemetery is insusceptible to liens. However, the court rejects the idea that all unused cemetery property is dedicated and thus insusceptible of liens.\(^{189}\) Although this may be technically correct, the court does not consider any policy ramifications of its decision. The primary means for a cemetery to generate the funds necessary to sustain itself – especially for long-term maintenance – is through the sale of burial spaces. If a cemetery is already in receivership, it is in financial trouble and needs all of the help it can get. By failing to recognize undeveloped land as subject to a cemetery’s protection (i.e., untaxable and unseizable), the court has done a disservice to the public with burials in the dedicated portion by substantially diminishing the source of support (i.e., future burial spaces) available for the cemetery (by affecting the financial support for the maintenance of existing burials). Hopefully, such policies will either be considered by courts in the future or recognized by legislatures such that protection for these areas may be instituted.

In *Orla Holman Cemetery, Inc. v. Robert W. Plaster Trust*,\(^{190}\) the Missouri Supreme Court considered whether to protect access to a rural cemetery. In this case, the cemetery was owned by the county and the access road was owned by the Village of Evergreen.\(^{191}\) Although the cemetery has been used for more than 100 years and the access road since the 1950s, the Village enacted an ordinance to close the road in 2002

\(^{189}\) *Id.* at 670.
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based on its allegations of “littering, loitering, poaching of cattle and vandalism.”

Further aggravating the situation is the reality that, although the county owns the cemetery and the road, the Village owns all of the other surrounding property. With regard to the road, although the Village argues that its police powers grant it the authority to regulate the road, the court disagrees. Interestingly, the court did not rely on the litany of law that allows reasonable access to cemeteries as the basis for its judgment. Rather, it simply finds that the county, as the owner, can control road access.

Another matter at issue in the Orla Holman case was whether cemetery visitors could use a grassy (Village-owned) area adjacent to the cemetery for parking. For the most part, the court refused to consider the issue of the parking area until a trial on the merits. However, again, the court did not analyze, or even mention, the existence of the general laws providing for cemetery access. Thus, it is questionable whether a decision on the merits would even be complete. On the whole, this case is not overly useful aside from noting the lack of reference to general cemetery law in the decision and some of the problems that that can cause.

In another case dealing with who has the right to control or use a cemetery, Brennon v. Perryman Cemetery, Ltd., a court found that a cemetery’s history as accessible by the public impliedly dedicated it to public use. In this case, families of
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those buried in a historic (but still operating) Georgia cemetery sued each other for control of the cemetery. The court, in addition to noting that deeds referencing the cemetery suggested that it was to be open for public use (the deeds were created some 40 years after the first use of the cemetery), found that the conduct of the community suggested that anyone could be buried there and that it was not the private cemetery of the deed holders.\textsuperscript{200} This case supports the general notion that history and implication is often just as important when determining who has the right to be buried in a cemetery than any written record.

In \textit{In Re: Guite},\textsuperscript{201} the Vermont Supreme Court was called upon to decide, after the fact, whether someone could use a cemetery on his own property. At the district court, the landowner argued that the cemetery was part of his property and that he rightfully buried his parents there.\textsuperscript{202} The cemetery was used by the Aldrich family since their acquisition of the property in 1853. They did not transfer ownership of the cemetery and thus they contended that the current landowner could not make use of it simply because he owned the surrounding property.\textsuperscript{203}

The Vermont Supreme Court agreed with the Aldrichs, overturning the district court judgment, and finding that the subject cemetery had been specifically carved out of the 1853 sale and that it did not devolve with the ownership of the surrounding property.\textsuperscript{204} In its decision, the court reviews the history of the nature of whether the 1853 deed reserved a fee interest to the Aldrichs or just a burial easement on the cemetery.
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property.\textsuperscript{205} This distinction is important because if all that was reserved was an easement, then the Aldrichs could use the cemetery, bury their dead in the cemetery, but would not own it nor could they restrict its use.\textsuperscript{206} Historically, the Vermont Supreme Court had held that “at common law the establishment of a family burial plot created an easement against the fee.”\textsuperscript{207} However, in this case, the court found a clear and explicit intent in the 1853 deed for the reservation of the cemetery in fee to the Aldrichs.\textsuperscript{208} The court based this conclusion on the specificity of the property description in the Aldrich deed and the cemetery was specifically described by measurements and specifically exempted that measured property from the 1853 sale.\textsuperscript{209} This reality is oddly complicated by a 1983 stipulation by the then-owner of the surrounding property in a sale that mandated that the owners of the surrounding property must maintain the cemetery.\textsuperscript{210} This later requirement could certainly lead to confusion about the nature of the cemetery’s ownership and its access for public use. However, the court rejected the notion that this agreement created any right to access for burial on subsequent owners of the surrounding property and also found that the current landowner’s interment of his parents’ remains in the cemetery was done without permission or authority.\textsuperscript{211} The court did not go so far as to order disinterment, but the ruling certainly leaves that possibility open on remand.

It is hard to say whether this case is an anomaly or the beginning of a trend. The court in \textit{Guite} takes great pains to point out how the circumstances of this case differ so
significantly from general common law concepts of cemetery ownership and use that it is hard to envision this case being a bellwether for the future limitation of the use of family cemetery property.\textsuperscript{212} However, the case certainly stands for the proposition that real estate lawyers should carefully scrutinize the language of any cemetery’s creation evident in property transactions. It is possible, considering the analysis of this case, that, occasionally, a cemetery does not transfer with the surrounding property and that it is not always a given that subsequent owners have a right to use a cemetery on their property.

In \textit{Dohle v. Duffield},\textsuperscript{213} among several property disputes between two families was the right of one family to access their cemetery which was wholly contained within the other family’s property. Although the Duffields owned their family cemetery, because of a foreclosure and sale of some of their property in the 1980s, it was now completely surrounded by Dohle land.\textsuperscript{214} In addition to owning the cemetery, the Duffields also owned an access road across the Dohles’ property to get to the cemetery.\textsuperscript{215} However, during inclement weather, that access road becomes impassable.\textsuperscript{216} Thus, in times of bad weather, the Duffields simply crossed Dohle property at another location to reach their cemetery.

Rather than examining the question of access to the cemetery through the age-old right to access cemeteries for visitation and maintenance purposes, the parties and the court in this case looked to whether the Duffields had acquired a right to the alternate access route to the cemetery by way of adverse possession.\textsuperscript{217} Although the trial court
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found that the Duffields had successfully adversely possessed the alternate route to the
cemetery, the appellate court disagreed, finding that the Duffields’ own testimony
undermined this theory. It is unclear from this case why the Duffields did not simply
assert a right to access the cemetery across the Dohles’ property. In times when the usual
route is impassible, it is reasonable to expect that descendants should be provided a
gratuitous right of access to their families’ graves, thus making the analysis and outcome
of this case odd.

A somewhat unique law was at issue regarding a cemetery dedication in the Texas
case of *Levandovsky v. Targe Resources, Inc.* In this case, over time, a one-acre family
cemetery had become surrounded by an industry. The industry sought the removal of
the cemetery dedication and the relocation of the interred individuals, alleging that the
cemetery was abandoned and that visiting a cemetery in an industrial site was unsafe for
the public. The descendants challenged this action and lost on a motion for summary
judgment in the district court. The district court found that the cemetery had been
abandoned under the law because no one from the family knew of its existence and had
not visited it in more than 30 years. Because Texas law permits the removal of a
cemetery dedication by a property owner when the cemetery is abandoned, and
because the family had not visited the cemetery, the district court ruled that the cemetery
could be moved.
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In this case, the appellate court noted that the cemetery did not meet the definition of an abandoned cemetery, and thus the industrial landowner could not avail itself of the law allowing for the removal of the cemetery’s dedication as an abandoned cemetery.Ironically enough, under a regulation that defines abandoned cemeteries, it was the industry’s own actions that kept the cemetery from being abandoned. Under 13 Tex. Admin. Code § 22.1, to be abandoned, a cemetery must: “(1) contain one or more graves; (2) have cemetery elements for which no cemetery organization exists; and (3) is not otherwise maintained by any caretakers.” In this case, the record reflected that the industry had maintained the cemetery for many years, thus defeating its own claim that the cemetery was abandoned.

It is clear that this regulation saved this particular cemetery from relocation. Although, from a historic preservation perspective, it is a bit troubling that a cemetery can so seemingly easily be undedicated in Texas (i.e., it seems to be left up to the discretion of the landowner, with little or no consideration given to the integrity of the historical record or to the proscription against exhumation), it does appear that the industry in this case was going to appropriately accomplish the disinterments. It is doubtful that this scenario will often repeat itself, as such cemeteries are seldom cared for.

Cemetery access was also at issue in the case of Prewitt v. Terry. This case involved a rural cemetery on private property to which the members of a cemetery
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association were being denied access.\textsuperscript{231} The access being denied was not by the landowner on whose property the cemetery was situated, but rather an adjacent landowner across whose property it was apparently easier to reach the cemetery.\textsuperscript{232} The court in this case did not analyze any of the allegations with respect to the general maxim that access to isolated cemeteries for maintenance and visitation must be permitted (within reason). It is unclear whether the court did not consider this theory because the plaintiffs did not raise it or because the court determined the principle inapplicable. More likely, it is the former, as it appears that the plaintiffs were asserting access rights via title or various implicit easement theories.\textsuperscript{233} The court rejected each of the title and easement theories based on a lack of evidence.\textsuperscript{234} Had the court reached the cemetery right of access issue, it should have found that such a principle was inapplicable. That principle does not permit passage over anyone’s property to reach a cemetery, but rather only across the cemetery owner’s property. Because the defendant in this matter was not the owner of the cemetery property, the imposition of such a burden on him would likely be unreasonable. Because the ruling in this case was interlocutory, it is possible that this issue will arise in the future and, should that occur, the court should reject this theory of access.

In \textit{Richardson v. Bd. of Commissioners of Owen County},\textsuperscript{235} Owen County in Indiana was sued by family members alleging that they were injured by the County’s failure to maintain a road that accessed a cemetery, as such lack of maintenance made it
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more difficult for them to visit their daughter’s grave. Because the trial court found that several other access routes were available, it did not find that the family was aggrieved under the law and thus lacked standing to challenge the County’s abandonment of the road. The appellate court agreed. In addition, the appellate court found that the County had actually abandoned the subject road for at least 30 years and that the family could not articulate a cause of action to force the County to reassume maintenance of the abandoned road. The court put no small amount of emphasis on the family’s ability to access (and, in fact, the reality that they were accessing) the cemetery by alternate means.

C. Perpetual care and merchandise issues

In addition to the more disturbing cemetery and human remains cases discussed herein, cemeteries also encompass aspects of financial matters when it comes to the regulation and protection of cemeteries’ perpetual care and merchandise trust funds. Although somewhat unrelated to the more land use and tort issues in this paper, these cases are nonetheless important and are reviewed as part of the broader treatment of cemetery law.

In Man-Hung Lee v. Hartsdale Canine Cemetery, Inc., a small claims court in New York was called upon to sort out a dispute in which a pet owner sued the cemetery where her dog was interred for wrongful disinterment and cremation and was then countersued by the cemetery for breach of contract for failure to pay upkeep fees to the
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In the arrangements for the dog’s burial, the owner opted for annual care payments over a perpetual care payment. Four years’ worth of invoices for annual care went unpaid, despite written warnings that nonpayment would result in disinterment. Following these notices, absent payment, the dog was disinterred and cremated. From a legal standpoint, the court looked to whether the cemetery had adhered to the notice requirements of the law by properly notifying the owner of the annual care/perpetual care options at the time the arrangements were made and the ramifications of failing to pay for annual care. The court found that the notice provided was adequate. In this case, the court relied heavily on the language in the contract executed by the owner, which referred to “annual general care” at annual costs.

Of further interest was the court’s refusal to recognize the cemetery’s continued upkeep of the grave space and monument in the absence of payment as an implied conversion of annual care to perpetual care such that the nonpayment could not result in disinterment. In this regard, although some language in the contract supported the reality that a grave space right holder may obtain some perpetual interest in the space by maintaining a marker thereon, the court deferred to the cemetery’s general rules (by which the contract required annual care to get any perpetual benefits). In other words, “perpetual” lasted only as long as annual care payments were made.
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Perhaps most important about this case is the fact that the court placed the burden on the owner to prove that the cemetery had been notified of her change in address.\textsuperscript{251} In other words, the court did not require the cemetery to undertake any investigation into why the payments had not been made, but rather placed the burden on the owner to ensure that she was being properly billed for her annual care.\textsuperscript{252} Accordingly, the court refused to find that the cemetery wrongfully disinterred the dog and it did find that the owner breached the contract by failing to pay her annual care fees.\textsuperscript{253} Although interesting, it is doubtful that such conduct by a cemetery (i.e., disinterment) would be taken in stride by a court when the remains are human rather than canine, based on courts’ general disfavor for exhumation.\textsuperscript{254}

In \textit{Foshee v. Forethought Federal Savings Bank},\textsuperscript{255} the court was presented with questions regarding obligations of perpetual care trustees. In this case, the trustee used perpetual care funds to purchase life insurance policies on the perpetual care policy holders from its subsidiary without the consent of the perpetual care policy holders.\textsuperscript{256} The actual decision reviewed here is simply a decision on a motion to dismiss and not a decision on the merits.

The policy holders in this case alleged that they were injured by a breach of a fiduciary duty through the bank’s unauthorized use of their perpetual care trusts funds.\textsuperscript{257} The bank countered by stating that neither have the policy holders “sought any services
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based on their” policies,\textsuperscript{258} nor had the policy holders shown that the trust contained inadequate funds to cover its obligations.\textsuperscript{259}

The court noted that the bank’s position that no services were requested and no showing of inadequate funding was made were misplaced because the policy holders were not suing for a breach of contract (the cause of action implied by the bank’s defenses), but rather that the unauthorized “alleged mismanagement and resulting depletion of the trust corpus”\textsuperscript{260} were claims of a breach of fiduciary duty to the policy holders and claims of breaches of state preneed law.\textsuperscript{261} Ultimately, the court sided with the policy holders, noting that the unauthorized use of the perpetual care funds had nothing to do with whether the policy holders’ contracts could or would be honored.\textsuperscript{262} Because the claims were clearly related to a breach of fiduciary duty and a breach of state law the court held that the suit could go forward regardless of whether the policy holders could actually be made whole as to their contract terms.

Despite the fact that the case is only a decision on a preliminary matter, it is important for cemetery regulators. This is because it reaffirms the primacy of perpetual care laws and fiduciary obligations over contract agreements and whether a cemetery can actually perform or has actually performed on its contractual obligations to the consumers. Rather, compliance with the perpetual care laws is mandatory and while a cemetery can avoid contract liability by making good on its obligations to consumers, it must avoid running afoul of regulatory provisions to be in good standing from a
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regulatory standpoint (and possibly free from criminal and civil liability for regulatory breach).

In Midwest Memorial Group, LLC v. International Fund Services (Ireland), Ltd., a New York federal court was faced with the question of how long is the statute of limitations for the recovery of mismanaged cemetery trust funds. This case presented an exceptional set of circumstances whereby several people conspired to defraud a cemetery’s trust fund. Although this case was brought in New York, it involved a cemetery in Michigan. Upon institution of a conservatorship over the cemetery, Michigan regulators identified $60 million in unaccounted-for cemetery trust funds. In this case, the third party purchaser of the cemetery from the Michigan conservator attempted to recover the missing funds. The New York suit arose when a Michigan court found that it lacked jurisdiction over the New York defendant.

In this case, the New York defendant attempted to cover up its acquisition of some of the misappropriated funds substantially later than the time of the alleged misappropriations. Hoping to take advantage of this later date to avoid the tolling of prescription, the plaintiff/purchaser argued that its ability to recover its share of the funds should run from the time of the cover up. The court disagreed, finding that any claim for the misappropriated funds related back to the actual conversion of the funds, not the concealment.
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It is difficult to tell whether this case is a bellwether for other trust fund misappropriation cases because of its unique fact scenario. However, it certainly supports the notion that acting fast to recover misappropriated trust funds is essential.

In *Savannah Cemetery Group, Inc. v. Depue-Wilbert Vault Co.*, a Georgia appellate court affirmed a lower court’s finding that a private cemetery’s restriction on the use of concrete vaults constituted a violation of the state’s cemetery laws and unreasonably interfered with third party contracts. In this case, the court acknowledged that Georgia’s cemetery law allowed cemeteries “to establish reasonable rules and regulations regarding the type, material, design, composition, finish, and specifications of any and all merchandise to be used or installed in the cemetery.” However, because the complained-of rule immediately banned the use of concrete vaults in the cemetery at issue, the court found that the rule was not reasonable as an undue burden on consumers and other businesses that had already contracted for such vaults. The court in this case also refused to defer to the private cemetery’s rule simply because the cemetery could point to some reasons for implementing it.

In addition to the interference with contract theory that the court used to strike down this private cemetery’s rule, the court also found that the pro-consumer policies of the state cemetery law were violated by the rule because the rule “effectively den[ied] consumers the freedom to make decisions about burial vault materials.” This is a particularly interesting holding, as it seems to suggest that such a rule is approaching an anticompetitive restriction.
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This case could be fairly important because it not only limits a cemetery from imposing merchandise rules that impact existing contracts, but it also restricts rules that limit consumers’ choices. In this case, those choices were between the vault building materials. However, it is conceivable that this case could stand for the proposition that consumer choice should be favored over private property owners’ limitations on the use of their own property in other merchandise contexts. The case is further important as it illustrates that such activity need not be brought by the government or a regulatory entity. In this case, it was impacted merchandise providers who brought the action to protect their own businesses, thus standing for the proposition that even private parties may use cemetery consumer protection laws to protect themselves and the public at large and they need not always wait for the government to act.

Other recent important merchandise cases are represented here by three decisions from the same case: *St. Joseph Abbey v. Castille.* The St. Joseph Abbey cases deal with the question of whether Louisiana’s laws restricting the sale of caskets to licensed funeral directors is constitutional. The original suit was brought by a group of monks who wanted to make simple wooden caskets to sell to support their monastery. Under the extant Louisiana law, for the monks to do this, they would have to become licensed funeral directors and the monastery would have to be a funeral home.

The first of the rulings in this case was on a motion to dismiss the monks’ suit by the Louisiana State Board of Embalmers and Funeral Directors (the “Embalmers
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The court denied this motion, finding that the monks did have a legitimate legal question, thus allowing the suit to proceed. The second ruling was the actual substance of the decision at the district court. In this case, the federal court in New Orleans struck down the law, finding such a protectionist restriction on casket sales to be “in contravention of the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the United States Constitution.” The court recognized that consumer protection and the protection of health and safety is a legitimate government purpose. However, and importantly for this review, the court did not find any public health or safety basis for the law requiring a funeral directors’ license to sell caskets.

The court also found no rational relationship between the stated goals of the law and the means for accomplishing those goals. In other words, although there may be unique aspects to the casket sale industry, the court could not find any reason that someone needed to be a licensed funeral director to figure out those issues.

At the time of this writing, this case has yet to be resolved. In 2012, the United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals issued a ruling in this case. Although the court indicated its likelihood of agreeing with the district court’s decision regarding the validity of the Louisiana casket sale restriction, it declined to definitively speak to the
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288 Id. at 161, 164-165. In this regard, the court harshly observed, when considering the “legitimate purposes” for the challenged law put forth by the Embalmers Board, that,
constitutionality of the challenged law absent the resolution of a threshold issue by the Louisiana Supreme Court. The threshold issue, identified for the first time by the Fifth Circuit during this appeal, was the question of whether the Embalmers Board even has authority to regulate casket sales by anyone other than funeral directors in the first instance. In other words, the court noticed that the entire case under review assumes that the Legislature provided the Embalmers Board with the authority to regulate casket sales; whereas the law authorizing the Embalmers Board only appears to provide that body with the authority to regulate funeral directors, funeral homes, and embalmers – not sales of any kind that are not undertaken by these entities. Thus, if the Embalmers Board has no authority to regulate casket sales by those other than funeral directors, funeral homes, and embalmers, there is no one to enforce the challenged law and a constitutional determination need not be made. Finding that the question of the scope of the Embalmers Board’s authority was one of state law, the Fifth Circuit certified the question to the Louisiana Supreme Court for determination. That court declined to rule on the certified question.

A somewhat divergent decision on the constitutionality of a funeral board’s regulation was reached in the Kentucky case of Reynolds Enterprises, Inc. v. Kentucky Bd. of Embalmers and Funeral Directors. In this case, the plaintiff operated a
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crematory and it was cited and fined when it was found that it had transported a
deceased’s body to its cremation facility.\textsuperscript{296} Kentucky law allows for the transportation
of human remains only by licensed funeral directors\textsuperscript{297} or, under some circumstances, by
others with a coroner’s permission.\textsuperscript{298} The plaintiff in this case had neither.\textsuperscript{299}

Because the plaintiff believed that the inability to transport dead bodies affected
its business, it challenged the constitutionality of the transport restrictions.\textsuperscript{300} The
plaintiff alleged that the restrictions violated its due process and equal protection
rights.\textsuperscript{301} Unlike in the \textit{St. Joseph Abbey} cases, discussed \textit{supra}, the Kentucky courts did
not find that there were any constitutional problems with limiting the transportation of
human remains to funeral directors.\textsuperscript{302} This case was one of economic concerns, thus the
challenged laws were afforded only the rational basis scrutiny as to whether they
constituted infringements on the plaintiff’s rights.\textsuperscript{303} The courts in this case found the
concerns regarding the public health hazards and the additional training required of
funeral directors to be a rational basis upon which to treat crematoria differently and
refused to find that the challenged laws were unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{304}

Taken together the \textit{St. Joseph Abbey} cases and this case seem to stand for the
proposition that even the slightest legitimate public health concern will overcome
constitutional challenges that restrict certain activities concerning the dead. It just
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happened that no real public health risk could reasonably be articulated in the *St. Joseph Abbey* case.

Perpetual care obligations and general contract and tort theories were at the heart of the recent Indiana appellate case of *Barrett v. City of Logansport*.\(^\text{305}\) In that case, a family sued the city-operated cemetery under numerous theories when maintenance activities on a neighboring plot allegedly caused their son’s grave to retain rainwater, making it, “mushy and gooshy.”\(^\text{306}\) In this case, the decedent’s family claimed that the cemetery’s allowing an adjacent grave space owner to bring in fill dirt to beautify and stabilize his family plot caused a change in drainage patterns that caused their son’s grave to pool water.\(^\text{307}\) One theory of recovery was that the cemetery’s guarantee of perpetual care extended to ensuring proper drainage.\(^\text{308}\) Both the district and appellate courts rejected this theory without substantial discussion.\(^\text{309}\) This lack of analysis is disappointing, but, in rejecting the plaintiffs’ motion for summary judgment, it is apparent that the trial court accepted and the appellate court affirmed, the cemetery’s testimony that, “the term ‘perpetual care’ as used in the cemetery ordinance did not include keeping a gravesite well-drained.”\(^\text{310}\)

In addition to the perpetual care claim (which was styled as a breach of contract claim), the plaintiffs alleged that they were victims of fraud or constructive fraud by being enticed to purchase a plot purportedly under the promise that the grave space would never flood.\(^\text{311}\) The courts rejected these claims, noting that both require
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“misrepresentation of past or existing facts.”312 However, because the fill material was added after the plaintiffs’ purchase, the courts correctly observed that the plaintiffs would have,

to establish that, at the time the parties entered into the burial agreement..., [that the City] could have predicted that a nearby grave owner would coordinate with the Cemetery for improvements and, as a consequence of those potential future improvements, the [plaintiffs] would somehow become disgruntled or damaged.313

The speculative and future nature of this possibility at the time of the sale of the grave space made the fraud claims untenable.314

Finally, the plaintiffs alleged negligent infliction of emotional distress.315 However, citing the general nonapplicability of mental anguish claims to grave space problems, the courts also rejected this claim.316

This case is fairly consistent with the others in terms of the NEID claims and the fraud claim. It is unfortunate that the court did not analyze the perpetual care claim, as that would have been informative. It is also unfortunate that the court did not address one further matter in this case. The plaintiffs sought to have an expert visit the grave site just prior to the trial, but were rebuffed by the trial court.317 The plaintiffs argued that, because the cemetery was open to the public, the expert should have been free to visit the grave.318 Rather than examining this interesting and important issue of cemetery access,
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the court focused on whether discovery on the eve of trial was appropriate, thus, again, leaving a significant cemetery law matter unaddressed.319

D. Regulatory Issues & Regulatory Liability

The financial aspects of cemetery problems dovetails into the regulatory challenges related to these special places. In that regard, there have been several instructive recent cases covering both regulatory issues as well as possible liability concerns for cemetery regulators.

In Mount Vernon Cemetery Co. v. Pennsylvania Dept. of State,320 at issue was whether a cemetery that had been in existence since 1856 and had not sold grave spaces since 1969 had been in violation of the Real Estate Licensing and Registration Act and the Burial Grounds Act for failing to be a registered cemetery since 1982.321 An administrative hearing officer had found that such a violation had occurred because the cemetery had still conducted “cemetery business” in violation of the law.322 The “cemetery business” that the cemetery was found to have conducted was the interment of remains and cremains in grave spaces that had been sold prior to 1969.323 On appeal, because the cemetery had not sold grave spaces since 1969, the appellate court held that the cemetery was not required to be licensed.324

This case is one of statutory interpretation that examines what is meant by the term “cemetery company.”325 Because the definition of that term under Pennsylvania law uses present tense verbs, the court held that the cemetery must be currently selling or
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offering grave spaces for sale to qualify as a cemetery company.\textsuperscript{326} States with wording in their laws similar to that in Pennsylvania’s should take heed of this decision.

In \textit{Smith Barney v. Stonemor Operating, LLC},\textsuperscript{327} a mortuary was placed into a receivership at the request of a regulatory body.\textsuperscript{328} The basis for the receivership was the alleged misappropriation of millions of dollars in trust fund money.\textsuperscript{329} Upon acquiring control, the receiver sued Smith Barney, “alleging that it had participated in the plundering of the trust funds.”\textsuperscript{330} Smith Barney attempted to defend the suit by arguing that its contractual relationship with the mortuary contained a mandatory arbitration clause\textsuperscript{331} and that the receiver could not access the courts without exercising the arbitration clause.\textsuperscript{332}

In this case, although the receiver was now operating the mortuary, the court refused to impute the mortuary’s contractual agreements with Smith Barney to the receiver.\textsuperscript{333} Thus, with no contractual privity between Smith Barney and the receiver, the receiver was not bound to arbitrate disputes with Smith Barney and could proceed directly to court. This result resembles certain authority granted to a trustee and to the court in bankruptcy proceedings in that it seeks to maximize the authority of the entity charged with restoring the mortuary and to unencumber the receiver from bad or questionable decisions that are now problematic. This case should be useful in future
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cases questioning regulatorily-installed receivers’ powers and limitations to control and restore beleaguered cemeteries.

In *Enos v. State of Hawaii*, a descendant claimed that two state agencies were negligent and liable to her for erroneously issuing a disinterment permit. In this case, the plaintiff claimed that the permit was issued without compliance with the state’s burial laws and contributed to her claims of emotional distress at the disinterment of her grandmother. The court in this case rejected the plaintiffs’ claims against the agencies, noting that the state’s general tort liability act barred such claims when remedies were available elsewhere in the law. Here, the “elsewhere” was the state burial law, which provided the plaintiff with the authority to stop the disinterment through injunctive relief, which she did not do (although she did have ample notice of the disinterment). In other words, the court found that the State of Hawai‘i had not waived its sovereign immunity and consented to be sued for money damages for erroneous issuances of disinterment permits. Instead, the only available relief is to seek injunctive relief against the disinterment. Importantly, the court did note that it did not intend for this ruling to apply to situations where advance notice of disinterment did not exist.

The *Enos* case is important because it generally supports the notion that government actors may make mistakes based on bad information, but that the public fisc should not be responsible for those errors. This case represents jurisprudential support for a shield to regulatory liability for state agencies.
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In *Palmore v. City of Pacific*, a plaintiff brought claims against both public and private defendants seeking damages for alleged violations of local ordinances related to burial procedures, for allegations that the City refused access to cemetery records, and for refusing to allow him to speak at an open meeting.

This memorandum ruling by the court only considers the claims against the governmental defendants. The claims against the City were brought under 42 U.S.C. 1983, alleging that the City had violated various of the plaintiffs’ constitutional rights. The alleged constitutional violations in this matter were due process, equal protection, and First Amendment violations. With regard to the City’s liability for alleged torts (for which the plaintiff claimed damages for constitutional violations), the court noted that a municipality is not liable merely because it “employs the alleged tort-feasor.” The court further noted that, in order for a question of a municipality’s liability to even be considered under 42 U.S.C. 1983, there must first be a finding of unconstitutional acts by the municipal employee and that 42 U.S.C. 1983 did not attach for employee negligence. In order to make even an intentional violation attach liability to the municipality, an isolated incident does not cause liability to attach to a municipality. Instead, for liability to attach, there must be a showing that the “alleged misconduct was so persistent among the rank-and-file employees of the municipality as to constitute a “custom” with the “force of law.” There also must be a showing that “alleged
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misconduct must be "'pervasive constitutional violations'; thus, liability for an unconstitutional custom or practice cannot arise from a single act."\textsuperscript{347}

In this case, the court found that the due process allegations (i.e., that the City engaged in efforts "to 'silence' him" regarding his allegation of failure to adhere to the burial laws), were insufficient to support a cause of action against the municipality. Basically, the court found that although the plaintiff had to jump through a few hoops to gain access to the cemetery and the cemetery records, that these hoops constituted mere "inconveniences" that did not rise to the level of constitutional violations.\textsuperscript{348}

The court similarly found no equal protection problem. The court simply found that the plaintiff failed to show that he had been treated differently than any other citizen.\textsuperscript{349}

The First Amendment claim revolved around whether the plaintiff’s public comments at a public meeting were limited to 5 minutes because he was an outspoken critic of the City.\textsuperscript{350} The court recognized that, although allegations of First Amendment violations are at the core of 42 U.S.C. 1983 actions,\textsuperscript{351} these allegations may be tempered by a government’s reasonable time, place, and manner limitations.\textsuperscript{352} The court found that the time limit was, "at best . . . a de minimus injury,"\textsuperscript{353} and that the plaintiff’s ability to raise his criticisms was not violated.

Based upon the above findings and the limitation of liability for municipalities under 42 U.S.C. 1983 actions. This is an important case for public bodies and regulators,
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as it reaffirms the limited liability of these entities for monetary damages and the general allowance for such entities to reasonably conduct their meetings without having to suffer a meeting hijacking by disgruntled citizens.

In another case examining regulatory liability, *Grayson v. Pacesetter Capital Group*, a case arising out of the Burr Oak Cemetery scandal in Illinois, the plaintiffs named the Village of Alsip as a defendant on allegations that the Village should have indentified the Burr Oak problem long before it came to light. Basically, the plaintiffs alleged that the Village’s purported or constructive knowledge of the Burr Oak problems without stopping the problems constituted “aiding and abetting and...civil conspiracy with the Burr Oak defendants in the suit.”

The alleged knowledge of the Village arose from several complaints to the police “over a 10-year period in which Alsip police were told about allegedly suspicious activity at the cemetery.” Based upon these complaints, the plaintiffs alleged that the Village knew about the broader Burr Oak scheme and were involved in and profiting from the scheme. The court noted that “[t]he alternative explanation is that Alsip police, despite receiving a few possible clues, never became aware of the scheme, never quite connected the dots from these reports.” The court found that the plaintiffs’ allegations against the Village were simply too vague and speculative to support a “larger conclusion that Alsip
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police were involved in [a] massive criminal scheme over a long period of time.” 361 The court also recognized that contract law held municipalities free from liability for a “failure to supply general police or fire protection.” 362 The court thus dismissed the claims against the Village.

This case is also a potentially important one for regulatory entities. Vague complaints of cemetery-related wrongdoing are common. However, when these complaints lack specific information to support the claim of wrongdoing, knowledge of the complaints does not impute liability or collusion to a regulatory entity when it fails to take action on vague or unsupported complaints. In addition, this case also raises the likelihood that general limitation of liability statutes for failure to provide enforcement should also apply to failure to regulate claims against regulatory entities.

In City of Tarpon Springs v. Planes, 363 a family bought multiple spaces in a City-owned cemetery, and agreed to be bound by the cemetery’s rules. 364 Subsequent to their purchase, the family changed their burial plans and sought a variance from the City’s rules for the cemetery in order to accommodate their new plans. 365 The City denied the family’s request and the family sued the City, seeking an order and mandamus commanding the City to participate in dispute resolution regarding the variance denial. 366 Because both the City’s decision not to participate in arbitration as well as the City’s decision not to grant the variance were both discretionary duties, the court found that mandamus was not an available remedy to the family. 367
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The utility of this case is somewhat limited. However, it does stand for the notion that government-run cemeteries’ decisions not to deviate from their rules are not likely actionable.

Another court also addressed the liability of a municipality in tort for problems stemming from the operation of its cemetery. In *Thompson v. Germantown Cemetery*, the municipal cemetery mistakenly sold two plots to two different parties. The problem was not recognized until after the interment of the second purchasers of the spaces. The first purchaser demanded disinterment of the second purchasers and brought an action against the municipality for damages resulting from negligence, breach of contract, and emotional distress.

The court was required, in this case, to determine whether any of the damages alleged occurred as a result of mere negligence or whether they were intentional and with malice. Under Ohio law, it is only the latter from which a municipality is not immune. The Court determined that the municipality’s actions were not intentional and thus that it was immune from the negligence claims. However, the municipality was not immune from the breach of contract claims. The court refused to address whether the breach encompassed emotional distress, as that was not before it in this matter.

In another *Foshee v. Forethought Federal Savings Bank* case, a Tennessee federal court stayed a federal suit in the large preneed fraud lawsuit already discussed under the Burford Abstention Doctrine. The basics of this matter are that individuals
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who had been defrauded in a widespread trust fund scheme associated with several cemeteries sought recompense from financial institutions that held some of those funds.\textsuperscript{376} The receiver appointed to manage those cemeteries had ongoing suits under the Tennessee Cemetery regulatory scheme in state court and sought federal court abstention on the private claims until the state action was complete.\textsuperscript{377}

Finding that the Burford elements were met, based largely on the state’s comprehensive regulatory scheme for cemeteries, the federal court granted the receiver’s request and stayed the federal claims pending a completion of the state proceedings. The probable utility of this case for the regulatory community is that it may support staying or remanding cemetery cases in federal court to let a state regulatory scheme run its course in administrative proceedings or state court actions before or in lieu of federal court jurisdiction. Further, the case reaffirms, at least implicitly, the primacy of receivership proceedings to protection of cemeteries in general over individual claims of descendants.

In the \textit{City of Boerne v. Vaughan},\textsuperscript{378} the City of Boerne appealed a decision finding that it was not immune from suit in a cemetery case. In this case, the original plaintiff alleged that the City, through its agent, Vaughan, had sold her a plot for the interment of her husband that was already sold to another person.\textsuperscript{379} Upon realizing its error, eight years after the interment of the plaintiff’s husband, the City, again through its agent, disinterred and moved the deceased to another space in the cemetery.\textsuperscript{380} The plaintiff sued the agent and the City for breach of contract and for damages.\textsuperscript{381}
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The City claimed that it was immune from suit in this matter even though it readily admitted that it provided the erroneous information that led to the interment in the wrong place.\textsuperscript{382} The trial court refused the City’s plea of immunity.\textsuperscript{383} On appeal, although it was clear that the appellate court did not like its own decision for reasons of equity,\textsuperscript{384} it found that the Texas Legislature had clearly provided for: (1) immunity for municipalities exercising governmental functions,\textsuperscript{385} and (2) cemetery operations to be classified as a governmental function.\textsuperscript{386} Thus, although the City was the cause of the problem in this case, it was found to be immune.\textsuperscript{387}

It is unclear in this ruling whether the City’s agent will be able to avail himself of the City’s immunity, but it seems unlikely (because the court at least tangentially addressed this issue in passing).\textsuperscript{388} It is also unclear how applicable the immunity found in this case will be outside of Texas. The answer to this question will vary from state to state depending on statutory immunity in each jurisdiction.

The recent case of \textit{Range v. Douglas},\textsuperscript{389} is, perhaps, the most shocking of the cases reviewed here. This case largely deals with regulator liability and immunity. The \textit{Range} case arises from a morgue attendant’s convictions for having sex with at least three dead bodies during his 14-year tenure with the Hamilton County (OH) Coroner’s Office.\textsuperscript{390} This case deals with the liability, under federal and state law, of the county and
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its agents and employees (not including the convicted individual) in their official and individual capacities for the shocking acts of Mr. Douglas.\textsuperscript{391}

Under 42 U.S.C. 1983, the families of the deceased assert that their constitutional rights were violated by the county.\textsuperscript{392} The plaintiffs raise two substantive due process theories in this case. First, they assert that the county had a duty to protect the corpses of their loved ones.\textsuperscript{393} Second, the plaintiffs allege that the fact that Douglas’ acts “shock the conscience” gives rise to a substantive due process cause of action.\textsuperscript{394}

Because the court finds that the alleged duty to protect is one that arises under state law and because it finds that the United States Supreme Court has held that substantive due process cannot supplant state tort theories of recovery, it finds no constitutional duty to support the plaintiffs’ claims.\textsuperscript{395} With respect to the “shocking” substantive due process theory, the court finds that, “[t]he act of having sex with a dead body is certainly shocking conduct.”\textsuperscript{396} However, the court also finds that, to support this substantive due process theory, because the county did not do the shocking thing, it must have been foreseeable to the county’s supervisory employees that Douglas would do such acts and that their failure to prevent him from doing these acts shocks the conscience.\textsuperscript{397} The court was not willing to impute such a large series of assumptions to the county.\textsuperscript{398}
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The plaintiffs’ procedural due process theory was one based on *respondeat superior.* Very simply, the court noted that such liability does not give rise to an action under 42 U.S.C. 1983 and it rejected that claim.

The court similarly found that liability did not attach to the county itself here. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that, for such liability to attach to the government, there must be a showing of deliberate indifference on the part of the employees, something that the court did not find here. Thus, the court dismissed all of the plaintiffs’ claims under the federal constitution.

The state law claims did find more traction with the court. The state law claims in this matter are IIED and NEID as against the county’s employees and for NEID, negligent supervision, and negligent retention as against the county.

The court found the employees immune in their individual capacity from the emotional distress claims under state law, finding no bad faith or corrupt motive in their actions. The court also found that the employees were immune from the negligent supervision claims in their individual capacity. However, the county was found not to be entitled to immunity from the negligent retention claims. As to the official capacities of these parties, the court did find that issues of material fact were outstanding that prohibited a ruling on summary judgment. The court also found that the employees were not immune from suits in their individual capacity because such
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immunity depends on whether the employees acted in a wanton and reckless manner, which is a question of fact that is not proper for consideration in a motion for summary judgment.\textsuperscript{408}

This case is informative, albeit shocking, of the potential personal liability of government actors. Although this case does not reach the ultimate conclusion of whether these employees are liable, it also does not simply reject the plaintiffs’ claims outright. In the end, as with so many cases reviewed herein, this case instructs that those working with the dead are in a position of heightened emotions where general legal rules may not apply. As employers, governmental or private, close scrutiny of employee actions will help to mitigate potential liability.

A unique, but likely to recur, case is \textit{Casouras v. Department of California Highway Patrol}.\textsuperscript{409} In this case, a family brought suit against the Department of California Highway Patrol (“DCHP”), whose officers e-mailed graphic photographs of a fatal automobile accident to nongovernmental employees for purposes not related to any investigation.\textsuperscript{410} In short, as the court stated, the officers “e-mailed nine gruesome death images to their friends and family members on Halloween for pure shock value.”\textsuperscript{411} These images went viral on the internet and eventually found their way back to the deceased’s family.\textsuperscript{412}
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The family brought suit against the DCHP, under various theories, including emotional distress, invasion of privacy, and a violation of the right to control remains. The case may have substantial implications for cemetery regulators who take photographs containing human remains during the course of various investigations or for cemeteries, funeral directors, or coroners who take photographs of deceased individuals during the course of and scope of their employment and these photographs are used in a manner inconsistent with an investigation or a teaching scenario.

The court first found that the DCHP was not immune to suit for the actions of its officers with regard to this matter. In order to determine whether there was an invasion of privacy, the court had to determine whether there was an actual privacy interest of the family of the deceased in death images. Finding that such an interest does exist, the court had to consider whether there was an exemption that would have allowed the transmission of the subject photographs (i.e., investigation or education). In finding that there was no such exemption, the court held that the officers’ actions were those of “pure morbidity and sensationalism without legitimate public interest or law enforcement purpose.”

The court also found that the district court improperly dismissed the plaintiff’s claims that DCHP’s actions were the equivalent of IIED. However, the court did recognize that DCHP was negligent for failing to supervise its employees, and, as such,
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was likely liable for the negligence claims of the plaintiffs. In finding such negligence, the California court noted that DCHP “owed a duty of care to plaintiffs not to place decedent’s death images on the Internet for the lurid titillation of persons unrelated to official CHP business.”

This case is not clearly determinative of the issues of whether liability exists for those that would distribute photographs of deceased individuals for reasons other than investigation or educational purposes. From an intellectual property perspective, this case vests a property right and decedents’ family members of images of the deceased when copyright law would generally vest all property right in such images in the creator of the image. The combination of these factors suggests that those with control over such images should be careful to control the access to and use of such images, as the generally shocking nature of these images, as suggested by the language in the *Catsouras* case, will tend to cause courts to find against those releasing such images in liability suits.

**E. Rights to burial spaces and burials in the wrong place.**

A particularly disturbing area of the law from the perspective of family relations and from the perspective of cemetery management is when people fight over who has the right to be buried where. The following cases review a few recent examples of such problems.

In *Poe v. Gaunce*, a family fought over the ownership of two grave spaces and a monument all within one family plot in Kentucky. The dispute arose when one
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family faction, the Gates, decided to move the remains of their direct ascendants. The other faction, the Gaunces, prior to the disinterment (which neither side opposed), removed the communal monument from the plot and refused to replace it.\textsuperscript{423} The Gates, despite not having any sort of deed or title to the spaces from which they were removing their relatives (the specific people being disinterred were allowed to use the spaces based on consanguinity to the Gaunces) asserted that they could now do with the empty spaces as they saw fit.

The \textit{Poe} court correctly noted that interment rights in Kentucky, as in most other jurisdictions, are not equivalent to fee ownership of the actual burial spaces, but are more akin to easements allowing the use of the spaces for burial.\textsuperscript{424} Because of the similarity of this property right in Kentucky to analogous rights in other jurisdictions, this case presents a useful review of the nature of interment rights and the appropriate results of various claims to those rights. The \textit{Poe} court goes on to note that the easement acquired by the interment right owner confers upon that person the right to decide who is interred in the space.\textsuperscript{425} Absent a specific legacy, this right devolves to the owner’s heirs upon the owner’s death.\textsuperscript{426}

In affirming the trial court’s holding that the Gaunce heirs controlled all rights of interment in the family plot, the \textit{Poe} court found that the evidence supported title in the Gaunce family alone.\textsuperscript{427} Further, the fact that there had been Gates buried in the Gaunce plot for a long time did not confer ownership its on the Gates family in those specific
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spaces, as the burials were made with the permission of the Gaunce patriarch. The court commented that “[i]t is a well settled rule that use of property by express or implied permission or license, no matter how long continued, cannot ripen into an easement by prescription...” For this reason, the Poe court rejected the Gates’ claim of adverse possession of the subject spaces.

The court also held that the specific Gates family members who were interested in the plot did not acquire any interest in the space. The court observed that these people were essentially given limited easements for their own burials from the interment right owner. These easements did not extend to other family members.

As to the monument removed by the Gaunce heirs, even though the two Gates names were engraved on it, the actual monument was purchased by the Gaunce patriarch and thus devolved as part of his patrimony to his heirs. The Gates heirs gained no interest in the monument and the Gaunces could do with it as they pleased.

In King v. French, the Arkansas Court of Appeals was faced with a dispute concerning encroaching burials between two families’ plots (the Kings and the Keys). In this case, the King family sought disinterment as a remedy for the encroachment. Although the King family contended that three members of the Key family were buried within their plot, they sought disinterment of only the most recent burial. The reason
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for this distinction is that the first two encroaching burials seemed to be accidental as a result of poor surveying; however, the third Key burial was made after the King had notified the Keys of the problem. Thus, argued King, this most recent burial must be moved.

For some reason (unknown to the court), the King family waited two decades following the last Key burial to bring this suit. Because of this delay, the court found that the Kings had lost their rights to repel the encroaching burials due to laches. Although the court’s decision in this case appears to be strictly based on the inordinate passage of time from when the burials occurred and when the Kings brought suit, an argument can be made that the court, while commenting that “[t]he special consideration given to burial plots requires that in some respects they not be treated as subject to the laws of ordinary property,” might have found as it did even if the Key burials had been made recently, as the court seemed to indicate that it was loathe to order disinterment.

The King case is also interesting because it seems to carve out another unique attribute of cemetery law from the broader arena of property law. One thing that the litigants in this case were seeking was the declaring of a boundary between their two burial plots. Both at common law and at civil law, the right to bring a boundary determination action is imprescriptible. However, the King case seems to suggest, by indicating that the right to repel the encroaching burials has been extinguished due to the passage of time, that the ability to fix the boundary between these two plots has also
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evaporated. The court never specifically mentions this possibility, but considering the holding, it cannot be ruled out as a new cemetery-specific exception to general property law regimes.

In *Service Corporation International* ("SCI") v. *Guerra*, the Texas Supreme Court was faced with a question of what damage, if any, is appropriate when a cemetery operator puts a grave in the wrong place. In this case, the cemetery accidentally buried the deceased in a space sold to someone else. Despite the family’s refusal to authorize moving the deceased to the correct space, the cemetery moved him anyway. A jury found the cemetery liable for damages and the Texas Supreme Court reversed and remanded the matter for a new trial.

The actual movement of the deceased was only one of 12 to 18 inches away from the wrong space (in which it seemed merely to encroach and not actually completely use). The movement of the deceased was noticed by the family when they saw disturbed earth over the grave. The error resulted in SCI being cast in judgment by a jury for $6.2 million, mostly for mental anguish.

One of the issues on appeal was whether SCI and its subsidiaries were liable for these damages or whether it was just the subsidiaries, as the parties who caused the error. On this issue, the court limited the liability to the employer (the local cemetery with actual supervision over the employees that caused the error) and did not impute that liability to the larger parent company.
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On the issue of mental anguish, the court agreed that some harm was caused.\textsuperscript{454}

Indeed, although mental anguish (emotional distress) is typically only awarded when the claiming party actually witnesses the event – which the Guerras clearly did not in this case – the court thought it appropriate to extend those rights to family that did not witness the complained of event when the claims involved “the mishandling of a corpse.”\textsuperscript{455}

Even with this extension, the court’s review of the evidence did not indentify any harm to the decedent’s daughters.\textsuperscript{456} It did, however, find evidence of harm to the decedent’s widow.\textsuperscript{457}

Interestingly, the court also examined the question of whether the Guerras could introduce evidence of SCI’s well-publicized similar problems in some of its other cemeteries.\textsuperscript{458} In finding that this evidence had been erroneously admitted at the trial court, the Supreme Court stated that there was an insufficient “…connection between the events in this case and the allowed actions of other lawsuits…”\textsuperscript{459} In short, because the Guerras could not show that double selling plots was an SCI scheme instead of isolated errors, the evidence of other such errors was inadmissible.\textsuperscript{460}

However, finding that there were reversible errors, the Texas Supreme Court remanded the matter for a new trial. Following the retrial of the \textit{Guerra} case, a new jury again found that SCI had committed fraud with regard to the above space sales and moving of remains.\textsuperscript{461} Unlike the original trial, the jury in the retrial also found that all
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but one of the plaintiffs’ claims in this matter had lapsed due to the tolling of the statute of limitations.\textsuperscript{462} The trial court disregarded this latter finding and rendered judgment in favor of all of the plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{463} The appellate court, while noting that some circumstances allow for a trial court to overrule a jury’s finding of prescription, agreed with the jury’s finding that all but one of the plaintiffs filed their suits too late, thus overturning the verdict in favor of all but one of the plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{464} As to the one plaintiff remaining, the appellate court found that the jury was incorrect in finding that she had suffered compensable mental anguish from the defendants’ acts.\textsuperscript{465} Simply, the appellate court was not convinced that the remaining plaintiff’s complaints that she was troubled by her father’s disinterment were sufficient to meet the legal burden for recovery for mental anguish.\textsuperscript{466} Because this basis for recovery was rejected on appeal, the punitive damages that were tied to this theory were also rejected.\textsuperscript{467} The appellate court also rejected the jury’s fraud finding based on a lack of evidence to support the finding.\textsuperscript{468} Thus, this case becomes another example of the difficulties of proving mental anguish and fraud in a cemetery context. The case is also illustrative of the effects of a cemetery case on a jury verdict as opposed to a bench trial – the emotion has an impact.

In the Missouri case of \textit{Carson v. Dixon Cemetery},\textsuperscript{469} an interesting procedural question arose as to when someone’s cause of action accrues as to ownership of a cemetery space that is disputed. In this case, there were multiple sales of the same
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leading to a scenario in which three parties were claiming an ownership right to the same plot. One of the parties, believing that she held title to the space, did not become involved in the litigation between the other parties. Once the ownership of the disputed space was adjudicated, the nonjoined party filed suit for fraudulent misrepresentation for the cemetery’s failure to tell her that she did not own the cemetery space. The district court dismissed the latter suit on a motion for summary judgment based upon prescription of the plaintiff’s fraud claims, finding that she should have filed her fraud claims when the other suit was ongoing. Because she did not so file, the fraud claims were barred by the statute of limitations. On appeal, the court reversed this finding, stating that, until there was a judgment, in the original suit that determined ownership of the cemetery space, the plaintiff’s claims had not yet even accrued. For this reason, the plaintiff’s cause of action had not prescribed, as it did not run from the filing of the suit to which she was not a party, but rather from the judgment in that case that was adverse to her ownership rights.

The significance of the Carson case is that all possible claimants to a disputed cemetery space should be joined in a single litigation in order to resolve all ownership questions in one proceeding. In addition, this case also implies that rights of action for cemetery space ownership can arise subsequent to adverse judgments from other parties, thus meaning that such claims can remain alive much longer than a simple read of the statute of limitations might suggest.
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The case of *Bernstein v. Mount Ararat Cemetery, Inc.*, present a unique twist on the problem of burials being put in the wrong place. In this case, the plaintiff sued the cemetery for placing her sister in the wrong grave space, thus disrupting her own ability to be buried next to her husband when the time came. The plaintiff’s claims sounded in both contract and tort. The contract claim revolved around the contractual agreement when the plaintiff purchased a series of grave spaces that included a requirement to obtain consent from the plaintiff prior to placing a body in one of the spaces. Here, the erroneous burial occurred because no such consent was obtained or sought prior to the problematic burial. The defendant cemetery did not dispute that it did not obtain such consent, but that the plaintiff’s refusal to consent to an exhumation of her sister in order to correct the error meant that she had failed to mitigate the damages for breach and thus either could not recover or should not recover as much as she was seeking. The court in this case disagreed and found that the failure to get consent was a breach and that the plaintiff had fully performed under the contract (i.e., she paid), thus the failure to mitigate was not a viable defense. The court did reject the plaintiff’s claims for recovery as a third party beneficiary of her sister’s interment contract, simply finding that she had no standing in this regard.

As to the plaintiff’s negligence claims, for which she sought damages for emotional distress for the incorrect interment of her sister and the fact that she cannot be buried next to her husband, the plaintiff alleged that these claims were based on duties of
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cemeteries and undertakers to ensure the proper handling of remains. In this case, the court agreed with the defendant, stating that, because the duties alleged to be owed to the plaintiff were identical to the defendant’s contractual obligations, there was no separate tort cause of action available to the plaintiff. As to the plaintiff’s tort claim resulting from her inability to be buried with her husband, the court refused to recognize this as an actionable claim under New York law.

This case is particularly instructive because it contains a meaningful review of the “right of sepulcher” under common law. In this case, the court observed that the right of sepulcher is “[t]he common-law right … [that] gives the next of kin the absolute right to the immediate possession of a decedent’s body...” The court noted that disturbances of this right are, unlike many emotional distress claims, often actionable. This observation is particularly significant in light of the large numbers of cases reported here in which claims of emotional distress, as a nonspecific tort, have been rejected. However, in this case, after reviewing the concept of the right of sepulcher, the court rejected the plaintiff’s claims for recovery thereunder. Insodoing, the court noted that this right is one to be exercised by the family of the deceased, not by the pre-deceased prior to being dead. The court held that, “[d]amages are therefore only recoverable by close relatives who have suffered emotional trauma as a result of the deprivation of that right.”
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In addition to the above analysis, the court also rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the right of sepulcher allows her to recover for the incorrect placement of her sister’s remains. Although she, as the court notes, is in a proper position to benefit from the right of sepulcher as a close relative of her sister, the right of sepulcher deals with recovery for harms to the body, not to the gravesite as the plaintiff claimed in this case.

Interestingly, on reconsideration, although the court did not vacate its earlier analysis of the right of sepulcher, nor did it overrule itself on the outcome of the original decision, it did note that it incorrectly classified the plaintiff’s claims as a claim to a right of sepulcher rather than a general negligence claim. However, as with other cases dealing with the negligent handling of the dead, the court reached the same decision in this review of the plaintiff’s claims as it had before: the plaintiff did not have a viable stand claim in this matter. This determination was based largely on the premise that, because such claims for general negligence (in this case, emotional distress) may be brought by the decedent’s sons and because such individuals are necessary parties to any such litigation, the plaintiff cannot assert such claims in the absence of all necessary parties.

F. Disinterment and desecration

Although there have recently been a handful of reported cases dealing with the rights of various parties to undertake disinterments, there have not been as many dealing with desecration as the reports of this activity in the media would suggest occur. Personal experience suggests that this discrepancy is more a reflection of the lack of
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desecration and vandalism prosecutions brought due to difficulties of proof and a general lack of interest among law enforcement for such crimes. Recent cases on disinterment and desecration are combined here because they both relate to some postmortem meddling with burials (whether legal or illegal).

In *Hiller v. Washington Cemetery,* 497 a cemetery and benevolent society were both dragged into a family dispute over the disposition of a man’s remains. The man’s girlfriend sought his disinterment for cremation – apparently the disposition that the man had directed. 498 However, the man’s brother, who was responsible for the interment, believed that he should not be cremated, in accordance with restrictions of orthodox Judaism. 499 The cemetery and benevolent society were named as third parties by the brother, “in essence demanding that each entity maintain the decedent’s grave and defend against any interference with it.” 500

Contrary to his brother’s wishes, the decedent in *Hiller* made arrangements for his own cremation prior to his death. 501 However, when he died, the brother, as the closest adult relative had taken control of the remains and had them buried. 502 Ultimately, the New Jersey Superior Court found that the will was controlling and that the deceased’s wishes must be honored, even noting that such wishes may not need to be reduced to writing. 503 The Supreme Court affirmed the trial court’s order for disinterment and cremation. 504
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Interestingly, the trial court found, and the Supreme Court agreed, that the naming of the cemetery and benevolent society in this matter was frivolous and costs were awarded to those entities. Essentially, the courts found that no such duties to preserve, under the circumstances, existed on behalf of these entities.

A similar religious dispute was at issue in the disinterment suit of Estate of Puder. In this case, the court was faced with considering the rights of parties with no statutory classification as a stakeholder under New Jersey’s disinterment law. In this case, the decedent, who was raised as a Greek Orthodox, married a Jew against the wishes of her mother. Upon her death, the decedent was interred in a Jewish cemetery and the mother brought an action for her disinterment and removal to a Greek Orthodox mausoleum. Notably, the decedent’s will did not provide for her funeral or burial. In this case, the court spent little time in rejecting the mother’s claims for disinterment on the grounds that she had no statutory right to control same. The court recognized that under New Jersey law, the only time a surviving spouse’s wishes for the deceased (in absence of a testament) will be scrutinized by a court is when an equally qualified party (in New Jersey, a majority of the adult children of the deceased) object to the spouse’s decision. Most importantly is the court’s recognition of the policy that all cemetery-
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related statutes are intended “to allow the deceased to lie at rest.” This is a consistent theme nationwide, whereby the courts generally disfavor disinterment.

Taking the disfavoring of disinterment further was the recent Texas case of In re: John G. and Marie Stelly Kennedy Memorial Foundation. In this case, some sixty years after the interment of the deceased, a woman came forward to assert her claim as an heir to the deceased’s estate. She obtained an exhumation order from a probate court in order to perform genetic tests to prove her filiation to the deceased. The Texas court considered various iterations of the woman’s claims to an inheritance, ultimately finding that a decades-old judgment holding that the deceased died testate and with no surviving children was unassailable. The Texas Supreme Court further found that a probate court lacked jurisdiction to order an exhumation and that, because even a positive paternity result would not allow for the woman to recover (due to the earlier final judgment), it would be an abuse of discretion to order an exhumation.

In the Tennessee case of Brewer v. American Medical Alert Group, the court reiterated the general anti-disinterment principle when it noted that, “[i]t is well settled that ‘[t]he quiet of the grave, the repose of the dead, are not lightly to be disturbed. Good and substantial reasons must be shown before disinterment is sanctioned.’” In this case, the court, though nothing this general principle and stating that when requests for
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autopsies subsequent to burial are supported by evidence of a “reasonable probability that the true cause of death would be revealed,” granted a request in this wrongful death case for a disinterment and autopsy. This case does not provide much guidance as to what such evidence may look like and it seems to leave a considerable amount of room for interpretation in future cases. However, its recapitulation of the concept that disinterments are disfavored is informative.

In another second autopsy case, Afalonis v. Afalonis, a New York court, commenting more forcefully than the Tennessee court on the disfavored nature of disinterment, did not authorize an exhumation. The New York court noted that “it must exercise a benevolent discretion” when deciding whether to “disturb [the] repose” of the dead.

In Robinson v. Forest Creek L.P., a family brought an action for civil desecration against a developer for alleged damage to a historic family cemetery on the developer’s property. This case contains several interesting components: access to cemeteries, civil desecration, and proof of desecration. As an initial matter, the family in this case sought and received an order allowing them the authority to enter the developer’s property to search for a cemetery believed to exist thereon. This fact alone seems to expand descendant’s rights to access the property of others to visit and maintain existing graves. The latter is a well-recognized right of the descendant community in
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many jurisdictions. However, it is quite a distance from accessing someone else’s property to clean a known cemetery to accessing it to search for a suspected cemetery. Such a holding (were it that) might prove useful to preservationists nationwide. However, there is no substantive discussion of this issue in the reported case aside from a mention and that the access was granted by way of a consent judgment.

In this case, the family claimed that the developer desecrated a family cemetery by bulldozing a fence and at least two above-ground markers. Although, with the help of an archaeologist, the family was able to locate the missing burials, the fence and markers, which had been witnessed within the preceding decade, were gone. From these facts, the civil desecration claim arose.

Civil desecration is distinguished from criminal desecration, as it seeks civil penal relief. In addition, unlike criminal proceedings, civil desecration can be brought by members of the public. In this case, the North Carolina Appeals Court specifically examined the claim of civil desecration and determined it to be a viable cause of action in North Carolina, even though it noted that no elements to prove such action exist in the law.

Filling in the gaps, the court noted that the threshold element of civil desecration is the actual desecration itself. In this case, although the fence and markers were undeniably absent, the court was unable to find any evidence that the developer was the
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cause of their absence.\textsuperscript{540} Thus, although the court arguably provided some dicta supporting the ability to access property to search for missing cemeteries and recognized that the cause of action of civil desecration is viable in North Carolina, it did not find that such desecration occurred – at least not at the hands of the developer.

In \textit{State of Tennessee v. McClain},\textsuperscript{541} the appellate court was presented with an admitted cemetery vandal seeking a reduction in his sentence and restitution.\textsuperscript{542} At issue in this case was $60,000.00 worth of cemetery damage occasioned by five men on an apparent drunken bender.\textsuperscript{543} The vandal seeking a reduction was the driver, who appeared to take no active part in the cemetery damage.\textsuperscript{544} For his involvement, the trial court sentenced him to 150 days in jail, six years of probation, and $5,000.00 in restitution.

In considering whether to grant some leniency, the trial court noted that, “[t]he circumstances of the offense are horrendous. I’ve already described how the [c]ourt views them. It is something that is senseless, no justification. It wasn’t just a youthful indiscretion.”\textsuperscript{545} Then citing numerous other factors, the trial court rejected the request for leniency and the appellate court affirmed.\textsuperscript{546} Further, the appellate court held that, despite the vandal’s prospects of only a minimum wage job upon his release from prison, the restitution award was not unreasonable.\textsuperscript{547}
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The only other reviewed criminal desecration case is that of *Huntsman v. State* 548. Although the case is unreported, it is worthy of review. In this case, the defendant pled guilty to having dug five feet of dirt from above a grave of a recently-deceased individual, “…with the intent of attempting to resurrect…” the deceased. 549 While digging, the defendant also urinated in the grave. 550

On appeal, the defendant was seeking a reduction of his sentence of one year, which, in Indiana, was the maximum sentence for the misdemeanor of “cemetery mischief.” 551 The appellate court affirmed the maximum sentence, commenting that the severity of the crime was shocking. 552

Although this case is unreported, it is illustrative of the disturbing nature of desecration. It and *McClain* are also illustrative of the lack of remorse that the courts show when faced with these crimes, perhaps suggesting that such cases may not be a waste of prosecutors’ time. The *McClain* and *Huntsman* cases are instructive in their rarity over a three-year period. Even though the court in *McClain* noted that the acts were “horrendous” 553 and the news stories in Part I of this article indicate that these acts occur constantly, there is little in the appellate record to demonstrate the enforcement of desecration laws. Whether this is a function of plea agreements or lack of enforcement in general is not known.

The Minnesota appellate case of *Childers v. Brelje*, 554 presents a unique problem related to disinterment. In this case, the child of an unmarried couple succumbed to
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cancer and was interred, on the decision of both parents, with the father’s family.\textsuperscript{555} Because the father’s family plot was full, the mother could not be interred next to her child as she desired and she sought an order authorizing the son’s disinterment from the agreed-upon grave and his reinterment in the same cemetery, but in an area where adjacent spaces are available.\textsuperscript{556} The father opposed the disinterment, citing the general presumption against exhumation and the earlier agreement of the parents (prior to their estrangement) to bury the child in his current location.\textsuperscript{557}

In this case, the court recognized the presumption against disinterment and also the equal footing of both parents to make burial decisions.\textsuperscript{558} The court then noted that Minnesota law requires, in cases of opposed disinterments, an eight-part inquiry into whether disinterment is proper.\textsuperscript{559} The court then proceeded to review those factors and the district court’s interpretation of them. The appellate court, as did the district court before it, found it significant that there was no space in the father’s family plot for additional interments, thus stymieing the mother’s wishes to be eventually buried alongside her child.\textsuperscript{560} Because the son would be reinterred in the same cemetery, just in a different space, both courts found that the mother’s desire overcame the presumption against disinterment.\textsuperscript{561}

Although some of the facts in this case are fairly unique, it certainly provides some informative guidance regarding certain disinterments. On the whole, this case
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suggests that disinterments for reburial in the same cemetery for reasons of proximity of burial may reasonably overcome the general presumption against disinterment.

G. Human Remains Issues

The recently-reported cases on issues related to the treatment of human remains can be divided into two subsections: Organs gone awry and unmarked burial disturbances. The latter subcategory is distinguished from the earlier-discussed desecration cases because it relates to what to do with the remains after they have been disturbed or discovered (or both) as opposed to the penalties for disturbances.

Four recent organs cases arise from the anatomical donations programs associated with the University of California system. Each of these cases involve the same basic facts and conclusions and are thus discussed here jointly. In these cases, family members of deceased who had donated their bodies to the University of California system for research or teaching purposes brought suit against the system following revelations that the remains may have been used in for-profit research, used in studies found objectionable by the families, or that the cremated remains of the deceased were not disposed of according to the families’ understandings. In each of these cases, the courts looked to the terms of California’s Uniform Anatomical Gift Act and to the agreements signed by the deceased when donating their bodies. These instruments were determined to be controlling in all circumstances. They controlled how the remains were used irrespective of the verbal wishes of the deceased, the expectations of the families, or even the manner in which the remains would be used as communicated by UC system employees. The courts did not find any legal or contractual obligation for the UC system.

to use the remains in any particular manner, nor did they find any contractual directive for the disposition of the cremated remains of the deceased.

In Memorial Properties, LLC v. Zurich American Insurance Co.,\(^{563}\) at issue was whether an insurance company was liable for damages suffered by families of decedents when its client, a crematory, illegally harvested and sold the organs and body parts of the deceased. In this case, it was the actual crematory suing its insurance carrier trying to recover for the former’s loses due to the wrongdoings of its employees.\(^{564}\) In this case, the acts were ostensibly covered by one of the insurance carriers as “property damage,”\(^{565}\) but the court found that the damage itself (here held to have occurred when the families learned of the damage) occurred outside of the coverage period.\(^{566}\) As for the remaining insurer, the court found that the policy excluded “improper handling of a deceased body,”\(^{567}\) and thus agreed that coverage was properly denied by the carrier.\(^{568}\)

The United States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Texas Supreme Court reviewed similar insurance-related matters in Evanston Ins. Co. v. Legacy of Life, Inc.\(^{569}\) In this case, a Texas woman allowed Legacy of Life, Inc. ("Legacy"), to harvest certain of her mother’s organs after the latter’s death.\(^{570}\) The harvesting was, according to the plaintiff’s state court petition, made with the understanding that the organs would be used for nonprofit purposes.\(^{571}\) When the plaintiff learned that Legacy had, instead, transferred the organs to a for-profit entity that subsequently sold them at a profit to
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various hospitals, she sued Legacy under various theories (similar to the California cases noted above). The *Evanston* case arose as a federal suit between an insurer (Evanston) and its insured (Legacy) regarding who was responsible for defending the state court suit.

The primary questions presented in this case were: (1) was the plaintiff’s state court claim for emotional distress covered by the insurance policy as part of the term “bodily injury”? and (2) was the alleged mishandling of organs covered under the insurance policy’s coverage of “property damage”? The former question, which is not overly important to this review, was certified to the Texas Supreme Court as a state law question. The latter question is interesting, as Evanston alleged that “a deceased human’s body parts are not ‘tangible property.’” Although the parties and the court recognized that human organs are, colloquially, tangible, Evanston argued that, in an insurance sense, they are not tangible as quasi property and are thus not covered by the policy issued to Legacy. The Fifth Circuit, while admitting that this question is also one of state law, alluded to the possibility that, because of “advances in organ transplants and medical research,” organs may now be something more than quasi property. Because of the state law nature of this issue, the Fifth Circuit certified to the Texas Supreme Court the questions of whether an insurance policy’s “property damage”
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provisions, under Texas law, covered the state court plaintiff’s “loss of use of her deceased mother’s tissues, organs, bones, and body parts.” The Texas Supreme Court held that it did not. Because of the answers to these two certified questions, the Fifth Circuit held that Evanston did not owe Legacy any duty to defend it against the plaintiff’s state law claims.

Both of the cases Commonwealth v. Garzone, and Commonwealth v. Mastromarino, share related facts dealing with the theft and sale of human body parts. The basic facts giving rise to both of these cases are that the defendants were implicated in and convicted of allegations that, through the operations of their human tissue sales business and crematorium, they harvested human organs for sale into the transplant market from over 200 individuals who had not given consent to same and who had not passed medical history screens. Basically, the defendants would harvest the organs before cremation, falsify medical documentation, and then return the remainder of the remains – cremated – to the families of the deceased, who were none the wiser of the scheme.

In Garzone, the matter at issue on appeal was fairly straightforward: could Pennsylvania recover the costs of the investigation and prosecution from the defendant as part of his sentence? The court in this case found that the provision for the legal and investigation expenses of the Commonwealth were not recoverable, both because such
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recovery was not provided by statute and because the actions for which Pennsylvania sought reimbursement were, while “particularly heinous,” were within the ambit of the government’s “usual services,” thus not justifying any special treatment.

In Mastromarino, the mastermind of the above-noted scheme challenged the severity of his sentence. The sentence was an aggregation of 53 consecutive sentences, totaling 25 to 58 years in prison. The court spent a considerable amount of time recounting Mastromarino’s deeds and commenting on its general distaste for them, however the actual decision was fairly simple: the court did not find the sentence unreasonable.

These two cases are morbid curiosities from a literary perspective, but do not present much substantive legal analysis of import. Garzone is interesting in that it supports the notion that, when enacting legislation for regulatory enforcement, states should make efforts to include reimbursement provisions. Taken together, the real lesson of these cases is that stealing and selling human organs is generally frowned upon.

In the case of Kaleikini v. Thielen, the Hawaii Supreme Court was faced with questions regarding who had proper standing and who should be consulted regarding the treatment of human remains identified during construction activities. In this case, Native Hawaiian human remains were encountered during construction of a shopping center and a dispute arose as to whether the project should have been redesigned to avoid
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the remains or whether a removal plan was appropriate. When the O‘ahu Island Burial Council (‘‘OIBC’’) voted to approve the removal plan, a descendant of those whose remains were discovered objected and sought a contradictory hearing on the matter. The request for a contradictory hearing was denied and appeals ensued.

With no small amount of foresight, the Hawaii Supreme Court noted that “it would seem desirable for this court to provide an authoritative determination providing future guidance for public officials” and that such guidance was advisable because “it seems probable that [human remains] will continue to be unearthed at future construction projects.” Although much of this case deals with procedural matters not overly important to cemetery or human remain matters, what is interesting is that the court recognizes that the regulatory review board, the OIBC, did not properly consult with the plaintiff and because the court also found that the plaintiff’s claims to lineal descendancy were valid, she had standing not only to be consulted, but also to bring an action for review of the consultation process. If nothing else, this case suggests that, for the purposes of consultation when making decisions under state unmarked burial protection laws, both regulators and the regulated (in this case the developer) would have been better served had they erred on the side of more consultation than to fight standing on the back end. In this case, nearly four years were lost during legal battles over whether consultation was necessary. This waste of time and resources should give pause to
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those attempting to shortcut or sidestep the regulatory process when human remains are involved.

In *Hall v. Department of Land and Natural Resources*, a Native Hawaiian sued the State and a church over the church’s plans to expand the footprint of the structures on its property. The area for the expansion was known to have been used as a cemetery since the 1800s and the church itself qualified as a historic property. In spite of the likelihood that burials would be impacted by the construction project, the state authorized construction without an archaeological survey. During various construction activities, 69 burials were impacted before the state stopped the construction to reassess matters.

In 2009, Hall filed a complaint seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against the state and the church. Hall’s primary argument was that the project could not go forward because the required archaeological work had not been done. As in *Kaleikini*, *supra*, Hall’s standing was challenged and was upheld. The district court did not find that an archaeological survey was mandated by law and also found that Hall’s cited laws on cemetery preservation and historic preservation to be mutually exclusive. Finally, the district court did allow Hall to amend her petition with the all-important cemetery dedication argument. This argument, which was later raised by Kaleikini in a separate action against the state and the church, essentially alleged that the project area was a known cemetery and until the dedication was removed, the property could not be used for
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anything but a cemetery. A separate district court judge granted Kaleikini’s cemetery dedication request, essentially providing Hall the denied relief via a different judge.

On the appeal of Hall’s case, the court found that the cemetery protection and historic preservation laws to be complementary, thus reversing the district court on this point. Interestingly, the appellate court examined the nature of the use of the cemetery at issue. Part of the cemetery was known and marked and was not subject to impacts from the project. Part of the same cemetery was unmarked and underlaid a cement slab. The court did not find this to be a problem for the application of cemetery protection laws that exempt known, marked cemeteries. The court simply noted that different laws applied to different parts of the cemetery. The areas of the cemetery that were unmarked were controlled by the cemetery protection laws for unmarked cemeteries and the areas that were marked were not.

This is a practical, but perhaps difficult means for dealing with this common problem. This case and the other Hawai‘i cases reviewed here clearly place Hawai‘i at the forefront of jurisprudence implementing unmarked cemetery protection.

In 2012, Kaleikini brought another challenge regarding burials in the Hawai‘i Supreme Court case of Kaleikini v. Yoshioka. In this case, the plaintiff challenged the thoroughness of efforts to identify and protect Native Hawaiian burial sites in the
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planning process of a rail project in the Honolulu area. The defendant challenged the plaintiff’s standing, alleging that she could point to no irreparable injury sufficient to challenge the rail plan. The court disagreed, noting that although no Native Hawaiian burials had yet been identified in the planning process, the high probability of disturbing such burials coupled with the plaintiff’s cultural affiliation (and thus general interest) in the Native Hawaiians likely to be disturbed was a sufficient “threatened irreparable injury” to constitute standing.

One major problem in this case for the government actors was the fact that the project had been approved prior to the completion of an archaeological impact survey. Thus, as approved, the government could not say with certainty that burials would not be disturbed. The court found that partial completion of such surveys did not equate to complying with the legal obligations to protect and avoid cultural and historical sites (including burials) because once the project was underway based upon a partially-complete survey, no-build and alternative options to mitigate or avoid impacts were effectively foreclosed.

This case includes a lengthy discussion of non-cemetery historic preservation and regulatory matters that are not relevant to this article. However, this case strongly suggests that the likelihood of cemetery disturbance for a project without reasonable steps to mitigate such disturbances can create standing to challenge such projects from the
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descendant communities. This is a logistical reality that regulators and developers should incorporate into their project planning processes.

The final case in this section is *Geronimo v. Obama*.\(^\text{627}\) This case deals with whether a suit can go forward under the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act ("NAGPRA")\(^\text{628}\) between those claiming to be the lineal descendants of the "legendary Apache warrior, Geronimo"\(^\text{629}\) and the United States and Yale University for the return of remains buried by the Army and allegedly stolen and retained by Yale’s Order of Skull and Bones.\(^\text{630}\) The court in this case quickly dismissed the claims against the United States because it observed that the United States enjoys sovereign immunity from suit and that NAGPRA does not waive that immunity.\(^\text{631}\) The court also observed that NAGPRA does contain a waiver of sovereign immunity under the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA").\(^\text{632}\) However, because the United States had no hand in the alleged acquisition of the remains by Yale, there was no available APA claim.\(^\text{633}\) Finally, as to the claims against Yale, the court noted that, because the complaint does not allege that the remains were acquired after the 1990 effective date of NAGPRA, there is no available cause of action as to the private defendants either.

**IV. Discussion and Conclusion**

Because this article was designed as a review, it is difficult to make any overarching conclusions regarding the matters herein discussed. This is the nature of a nationwide jurisprudential review of an ever-evolving area of the law.
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The cases reviewed herein clearly indicate that cemeteries and human remains, from a legal perspective, cannot be pigeonholed as contracts or property cases (or both) in any traditional sense. Once the grief component is added to any set of straightforward laws and facts, the dynamics change. Cemetery and human remains law can best be seen as a form of quasi-property law. Many of the terms used and concepts referred to are property concepts.\textsuperscript{634} However, the unique nature of the subject – i.e., the dead and the special treatment of the dead in Western culture – means that the judicial and legislative systems view the traditional property concepts through the lens of grief and alter some of those traditional property law concepts to fit this special niche of the law.

\textsuperscript{634} There are certainly contracts components to cemeteries and human remains issues as well. However, most of these cases revolve around the “res” of cemeteries and human remains – the property – and thus build off of those concepts.